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Great President Returns Council
Gions Motion for 'Deliberation'
Begins
By AYSS BSYAZIT
Great decisions ... There are
always great decisions which we
have to make somewhere along our
life time. Great decisions include
conflicts, uncertainties, and risks.
Great decisions are even greater if
they have to be made by a nation.
And if that nation is a nation whose
decisions have, tremendous reper-
cussion on the rest of the world,
the decisions are even greater.
College of Wooster will be hosting
a series of forums where college
and community members will face
the great decisions which the Unit-
ed States has to take in order to
build her foreign policy. "You
guessed it! The name of the pro-
gram is Great Decisions '83.
Every Thursday evening at 7:30
p.m. at Lean Lecture room there
will be a forum which will include
speakers who usually represent two
different point of view on a contro-
versial U.S.- - foreign policy issue.
Then there will be questions asked,
there will be a discussion and the
time will come for a "Great Deci-
sion" and the participants will fill a
ballot on the issue.
, Great Decisions has been going.
: on all over toe U.S. for more tnan
two decades and" it is sponsored by
Foregln Poller Association. In
Wooster. college and the communi-
ty members work together to or
ganize an Impartial, and informing
program
This year issues are: L Trade
and Unemployment, January 13,
1983: C South East Asia and Its
Communist neighbors, January 20,
Continued on Page 6
Women's Week
Begins Sunday
s BY EDITH MCGANDY
Women's Week 1883 begins this
Sunday. Jan. 16 at 8 p.m. with a
For additional coverMee at Worn
en's week see "Here at Wooster,"
Page 4.
slide show presented by ' Helaine
Victoria Press on women and print-makin- g,
one event of many which
will highlight the ' dynamic week
planned by the Women's Resource
Center.
.
" "
-
Helaine Victoria. Inc.' is compa-
ny "owned and managed by women,
artists ... who print posters, post--
: Continued on Page 13
Memoritl Service "l:..
For Mary Reynolds
Mary Reynolds, a sophomore at
the College of Wooster. passed
away Jan. 4, 1983. a victim of
Cystic Fibrosis. A memorial serv-
ice will be held on Friday, Jan. 4 at
3:30 p-- m. in Lowry Chapel on the
upper level of McGaw. All persons
are invited to attend.- -
ii
9-- f
i'?
Sterling Stuckey of the Department of History at North-
western University lectured on "My Father's Son: The
Early Robeson Years" at Wednesday's convocation.-Ph.ot- o
by Mike Veloff . . ' - -
Hi
i 5
woman phoning to request the Am-tra- k
schedule for Canton did man-
age to stump her. Betty admits. T
need information to feed it Some
ruuj,
Betty Doty, Lowry Center
front desk miracle worker,' is
famous for her ability to do
"seven or eight things at
once." Photo by Frans M.
Jantzen.
Deadline for the Spring Urban Quarter
February 1 contact Raymond Day.
Director of Urban Quarter for more
information.
BY IAN HARTRICK
' In a possible attempt to redirect
the frustrations of Campus Council
members that promoted their effort
to dissolve that organization last
October, President Copeland, in a
Nov. 9 letter to Campus Council
'' News
.
Analysis
Life At The Fron t Desk
Requires Myriad Talents
By ANGELA HURLER
"And she and her best friend talk
about me. So I just - talk about
them."
"Have you tried talking to her?" '
"No. I just can't"
"Well, you have to let her know
how you feel."
"I guess I should.- "-
Where is this conversation likely
to be overhead? At Betty Shull's
office? In a freshman studies
class? No, at the front desk. Sur-
prised, well, it's true. Something
about Betty Doty and Joyce Par-
kinson inspires confidence and
friendship in a great deal of the
student body. Yet their job descrip-
tion doesn't include counselling. ;
- Most students don't realise it
does include a myriad of thing!
besides selling over 5000 pieces of
bubble gum and 150 lbs. of mam s
weekly.
.
Both Betty and Joyce describe
their jobs as primarily information
al. Questions range widely In
scope: "What time Is it? What
times does the bus go downtown?
What is for dinner? -
Townspeople also. use the desk as
a resource, one person cauea Betty
to ask when papers were recycled.
She knew the answer only because
she reads the papers to be aware of
things going on in town. However, a
chairman Tom Van Cleef, has re-
ferred their decision back to coun-
cil for "further deliberation."
- Copeland cited three reasons for
his --decision-to neither veto nor
approve the Oct 22, 1982 vote, to
dissolve:
L. "The vote to dissolve Campus
Council Is a modification of. its
Charter and thus requires approval
by two-third- s of the membership.
- 2. "I believe that the proposal
accepted by council lacks the nec-
essary clarity about future direc-
tions and alternative governance
structures for the campus and does
not take into account a number of
responsibilities which Council now
exercises. ; ""rr-- v
: 3. "If Campus Council should be
dissolved. iU. responsibilities would
'idufB'to tMi greets which dele.
gated ti.r atority to Council atthe .time It was established, and
any new definition of how these
responsibilities would be exercised
in the future would require the
things I just dont know."
Another obvious service Betty
and Joyce perform is check cash-
ing. Betty was reluctant to publi-
cize the amount of money cashed
everyday, but said that it was
"enormous." She hopes students
.realize that the money available for
check cashing is limited. This, is
because the desk is unable to get
any money, from Friday, afternoon
until Monday . morning. The desk
imposes a 10 cent service charge
only because the banks charge
them in turn. Betty said that check
cashing is "a convenience not of-
fered by a lot of colleges."
During their respective inter-
views, the women performed the
following assorted tasks: trans-fere- d
a call to the bookstore, direct-
ed a visitor to an office, sold candy
and laundry tickets, cashed checks,
made, change, handed out a calen-
dar and scrap paper, were asked
how much winter carnival t-sh- irts
cost, and greeted most students by
name. -
The desk also handles selling
meal tickets, guest linen, art
prints. Scot Band records and
stamps. They also distribute games
for the Saturday morning war
games club, the taped music for
Continued on Page
consent of those groups."
While effectively blocking Coun- - -
ell's. attempt to dissolve by simple ,
majority vote, Copeland proposes a ,
"Governance Review Committee
representing all the groups in-
volved which would evaluate the
present governance structures." --
Several Council members are al-
ready gravitating toward an effort
to revivify Council as an organlxa- -
inn uj wing uie muuou uvtott
manr aiwimafimi tap vttinnnr .ann.
cents which require Council action. '
! Student Activities Board chair
and Council member Susan Iforris
suggests that Campus Council uti-
lize SGA to identify genuine student
concerns so that action caa be
taken when needed. Her hope is
that campus input will result in
more quality of life improvements
for students, and an end to Campus
Council's feelings of ineffective
ness.
Dean of Students. Ken Pmsquel-le-c,
while denying that Council has
been ineffective or a rubber-stam- p
for administrative policy, was will-
ing to admit that there waa a low
level ox sxuaem-insugai- ea legisla-
tion before CounciL
. However. Plusqueuee points out
that Council's power to amend ad-
ministrative proposals Is currently"
underrated by members of CounciL
; In echoing President Copeland 's
eoaeerna about Coonril'a diisolu
'tion decision. Plusquellec was also
concerned that the lack of an or- -
nnlzMl tndnt-aniltv-adTnini:- tr-
tive forum would present problems
should a controversial issue, such
as the 24-ho- ur visitation question of
five years ago, arise in the near
future.
I It is altogether uncertain what
will result, from last fall's action by
council, according to observers
vawsv w vviiuvu vui m wwav w
that at present many members of
Council as well as administrators
Continued on Page 6 ' -
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iOHN GARBER DRUSHAL.
FORMER president of The College
of Wooster, died last Dee. I at age
70. A biography and related infor-
mation appear on Page 5.
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THE WOOSTER VOICE Comparison of U.S. and Soviet
Nuclear Missiles and Bombers
TE20T3Y K. 27SNC3 U.S. European Forces SU-1- 7. 24 and HiG-1- 7 fighter-bombe- rs .....1788
Editor-ia-Chi-ef 3048
ANGELA A. ADAJfS dncx c nowr F-uiogh- erm U.S. Intercontinental ForcesBAUT S. ELNXG ESIta fi. lieGANI) x F-- 4 short-rang-e bombers .250Assodste Editors A--6 and 7 bombers ...68 Long-rang- e missiles and
JOHN VL I3AN0 ciasij3T. Aisrra 482 bombers (1054 ICMs) - 2054Business Ugr. Advertising Mgr. Warheads .-- . :. 7100
Let's M.E.L.T.
The nuclear frezze movement,
the sacred cow of church groups,
senior citizens' centers and univer-
sity faculty clutches, had its hey
day in 1982. It now seems that the
movement, as an article contained
elsewhere in this journal suggests,
went out with the heralding of the
new year.
Nineteen-eighty-thre- e will be
looking for a peace movement to
grasp: some new, scintillating
grass roots campaign to combat
the dread of nuclear arms. If per-
mitted, this column will attempt to
steal the limelight from Randall
Forsberg the mother of the
freeze , and initiate a new grass
roots movement for the.new year
M.E.L.T., or Mobilize to Eliminate
Terror.
Parti
In An
Editorial
Series.
M.E.L.T. was born with the hope
and intent that Americans and
Europeans and Catholic bishops
could band together with a common
goal to dwindle the effectiveness of
nuclear weapons and political ma-
nipulation. It differs from last
year's movement in that it advo-
cates neither leaving the United
States and her allies in a position of
inferiority, nor does it seek the non-aggressi- on
pacts which history
has proved so mundane and- - worth-
less.
Here is M.E.L.T.'s program,
spelled out so that it is understood
equally by college teachers, lay
clergy and factory laborers:
1. Recognize the terror perpetuat-
ed by the Soviet Union and its
proxies. Last year's freeze move-
ment seemed to neglect matters
like this, perhaps due to greed on
the part of its movers who sought
happy circumstances for them-
selves without the faintest regard
for the victims of political and
economic repression. After all, nu-
clear weapons are awful things, but
their presence probably does not'
represent as fearful a threat to
victims of yellow rain.
2. America and friends must
realize that our God-give- n rights of
intellectual freedom, freedom at
the pulpit, and other liberties are
precious, and worthy of defending
in a world where the majority must
submit to the will of bureaucrats or
bayonets.
The 'maintenance of liberties
should be viewed as a commitment
by her citizens to secure America
and allies from external aggres-
sion. Since the United States is
looked to as the .defender of the
free world, this country must not
waver in its duty to eliminate
terror: be it in Great Britain, the
Vatican or San Salvador. This en-
tails confronting terror economical
ly, diplomatically, perhaps even
militarily.
George Patton, once bogged in a
French ville short of petroleum for
his armored units, told his men
in less cordial English that the
best defense is a good offense. This
strategy, used successfully in
games as in war, must be
M.E.L.T.'s strategy.
Until the election of Ronald Rea-
gan in 1980, America had for over a
decade failed Patton's words. Un-
der President Johnson America
froze its intercontinental ballistic
missileforce. President Nixon aban-
doned anti-ballist- ic missiles in fa-
vor of MADness (mutual assured
destruction); gave away technolo-
gy in the name of detente; ignomi-nousl- y
withdrew troops from Viet-
nam; and under his successor, the
U.S. let Southest Asia capitulate to
terrorists. President Carter not
only let terror in Iran manipulate
America, Jie abandoned new gener-
ations of defensive weapons. All
this while the leaders of the Soviet
Union, characterised as poeple
wanting arms reduction by George
Kennan et al. in a Foreign Affairs
article last spring, carried out the
greatest peace-tim- e military build-
up in history.
With M.E.L.T., the West must
see the need to counter this build-
up and then fashion arms reduction
around President Reagan's demand
for mutually verifiable and equita- -'
ble reduction. Terror cannot be
'America and
friends must realize
that our God-give- n
rights of intellectual
freedom, freedom
at the pulpit, and
other liberties are
precious, and
worthy of defending
in a world where
the majority must
submit to the will of
burea ucra ts or .
bayonets.'
eliminated if David unilaterally
weakens himself while Goliath
stands strong.
3. In arming David for his de-
fense, the M.E.L.T. movement
must put to rest the idea that the
United States is the aggressor.
Were America the aggressor, she
missed opportunities to conquer the
9154
Soviet European Forces
Soviet Intercontinental Forcesss-2- 0 missies .v.. 345
(100 targeted on Asia)
SS-1- 2 and 22 short range missiles 120 Long-rang- e missiles and
SS--4 and 5 missiles 260 bombers (2350 ICBMs) ......2500
TU-2- 6 Backfire bombers 100 Warheads ....7500
TU-16.a- nd 22 bombers..... ..........435 10,000
Figure approximate.
Source : The New York Times. Wed., Dee. 22, 1M2; International Institute for Strategic Studies;
U.S. Departments of State and Defense
world many times since W.W. I.
After the first world war. President
Wilson went on a crusade one
that killed him to prevent future
war, and "make the world safe for
democracy." With little effort and
expenditure, the United States had
helped the beleaguered French and
English defeat Germany. Taking
advantage of a tired, war-ravag- ed
continent, with Russia mired in
Revoltuion, America's armies
could have conquered lands like
nothing seen since the Mongol
horde.
Repeat W.W. II. Rather than
using atomic weapons to crush
communism and Stalin's Terror in
their tracks, Presidents Roosevelt
and Truman conceded nations to
Moscow. Meantime, American
money and good will rebuilt Eu-
rope, and fitted Japan with the
resources which today haunt us.
Since the last world war, Ameri-
ca reduced its armies while others
increased. President Eisenhower's
emissary Bernard Baruch offered
to rebuild a Soviet Union still
suffering from Hitler's - ravages.
1983 Promises
Dear Editor,
1983 promises to be an exciting
and busy year for SGA, and things
have already begun.
Winter Quarter has brought a
change to the SGA cabinet Beth
Novak has gone off-camp-us this
quarter, and replacing her is Don-
na Rice. At the top of Donna's list
is the Organization's Booklet, due
to be complete and ready for distri-
bution by Wednesday, Jan. 19. If
you're interested in having a copy,
which describes almost every orga-
nization on campus, including
small houses and dorms, stop by
the SGA office sometime after the
19th.
Also coming up is the deadline
for fund requests. If your group or
organization would like to apply for
funding, it must be done by Mon-
day, Jan. 17, before midnight. No
late requests will be accepted. Pick
up applications at the SGA office
any time, but be sure to turn them
In by midnight on Monday.
Another event of interest is the
Pit Stop on Monday night, Jan. 24,
at 7 p.m. The subject of the Pit
Stop, sponsored by SGA, and given
by Dr. Harward, vice president for
Academic Affairs, will be the new
computer and cable system to be
installed soon. It will be interesting
and informative, so be sure to
attend.
The answer? An iron curtain was
slammed shut, fresh barbed wire
strung around it, and behind it all
armies and bombs and terror were
perpetuated.
America's response was to give it
technological and industrial know-ho- w
anyway, and feed it. -- .
In so far as M.E.L.T. seeks to
"eliminate terror," it tends toward
being as idealistic as the defunct
freeze, or designs of other peace
groups. Regardless of means, ter-
ror and violence will exist in the
end. Perhaps they will be our end.
But as a means to deal with the
evil which confronts us, M.E.L.T. is
realistic. The Reagan administra-
tion has proved to be the most
effective instrument in the battle
against terror since President Ken- -'
nedy. While paving .the way for a
more peaceful world vis a vis the
Soviet Union and its proxies, Mr.
Reagan has not wavered. in his
commitment to bolster the West's
defensive capability. Because of
the administration's efforts to com-
bat terrorism (in spite of pejora-tive-s
from the liberal establish- -
Excitement
Finally, a reminder, the --SGA
office is open every weekday from
10--2 p.m. Stop in any time if you
have a concern or question, or just
to visit. We're glad to listen and
here to help. -
Donna Rice
Box e-25- 73
R.A. POSITIONS AVAILABLE
All sophomores and juniors who
are interested in becoming R.A's
must attend one of the two informa-
tional sessions listed below. This
will give you the chance to ask
questions and .find out more about
the responsibilities and rewards
involved in being an R.A.
Attendance at one of these ses-
sions is part of the application
process. If you cannot attend,
please contact Rick Swegan, Asso-
ciate Dean of Students:
Application forms will only be'
available at these meetings.
Session One: Jan. 16, 7 p.m. Lean
Lecture Hall.
Session Two: Jan. 18, 7 pan.
Lean Lecture HalL
The Government Dole
"Government ' became too con-
cerned with rewards for the under-
privileged and the unfortunate, un-
til now everybody in Britain is
underprivileged and unfortunate."
Prince Phillip
ment), a more stable South
America seems likely, at least
where Soviet puppets don't rule the
roost And with militant P.L.O.
without a stronghold in Lebanon
thanks to friends in Israel nego-
tiations between once bitter fac-
tions may well pave the way for
pacific solutions to Mid-Ea-st ten-
sions.
To mobilize to eliminate terror,
to stand in support of strength,
reason and commitment to princi-
ples will make for a more solidified
free world. Such are the essential
elements of true peace, and making
practice of them will -- freeze the
machinations of forces of evil.
Timothy E. Spence
News Fit To Tint
"The man who never looks into a
newspaper is better informed than
he who reads them, inasmuch as he
who knows nothing is nearer the
truth than he whose mind is filled
with falsehoods and errors." .
Thomas Jefferson
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BATON ROUGE President
Reagan declared 10 parishes in
northern and central; Louisiana as
disaster areas after floods forced
more than 3,000 families to . flee
from their homes. These areas
would be eligible for U.S. govern-
ment funds, said White House Aide
Larry Speakes.
OSSINING N.Y. Inmates at
the Ossining State Penitentiary
held 17 guards prisoner for 53
hours before releasing them after
their demands were broadcast on
TV and radio. The siege, which
began Saturday, ended when an
agreement was reached with state
negotiators.
WASHINGTON By a 4 to 1
vote, a new tougher nuclear reactor
safety policy was rejected by the
National Regulatory Commission.
The policy was aimed at -- limiting
the likelihood of a nuclear melt-
down, but was dismissed as too
restrictive. Also, a high court is
expected to rule on a suit as to
whether a firm can be sued for
injuries inflicted by nuclear fuel
used by the company.
NEWARK N.J. Millions of
gallons of gasoline burned Friday
in an explosion which killed one
and injured 23 others. The cause of
the fire is undetermined, but fire
officials said a spark may have
Ignited a "heavy cloud of vaporous
gasoline." -
NEW ORLEANS The Reagan
administration asked an appellate
court to overturn an agreement in
which the city of New Orleans
would promote an equal number of
black and white police officers. The
affirmative action plan had been In
effect since a Dec. 16 court ruling.
The Justice Department requested
that only when there is clear evi-
dence of discrimination should the
government act.
DALLAS In a speech to the
American Farm Bureau Federation
convention President Reagan
promised farmers new aid and fair
access to international markets.
Reagan proposed a "crop swap" in
which farmers are given surplus
' grain and cotton if they take 10 to
30 of their land out of cultivation,
helping to raise commodity prices
and save the government the cost
of storage and shipment of excess
grain.
MOSCOW PLO leader Yassar
Arafat arrived in Moscow' for a
brief meeting with the Soviet gov-
ernment after concluding two days
of talks with Jordanian King Hus-
sein. Arafat is expected to seek
. USSR backing for his plans for the
Mideast peace talks. -- Meanwhile,
U.S. Envoy Phillip Habib flew to
Israel to break an impasse in the
talks over Lebanon.
WASHINGTON Vice President
George Bush, begins a seven nation
tour of Europe, seeking support for
Reagan's arms reduction propos-
als. The trip was announced by
Reagan in a radio speech in which
he remarked that hopefully the
change in Soviet leadership will
reduce tension towards the U.S.
Thirteen congressmen visiting Mos-
cow have reported that the Soviets
are considering the destruction of
some of their medium range mis-sil- es
depending on whether the
NATO plans to deploy new U.S.
missiles in Europe go through.
WASHINGTON The Independ-
ent Truckers Association is plan-
ning a nationwide strike for Jan. 31
'
Continued on Page 7 .
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Prosperity Is In The Offing
Warren Seidel
In a few weeks this country will
be entering the third year of Presi-
dent Reagan's economic recovery
program. Although the overnight
success which was envisioned by
many when the program was first
announced remains elusive, the
high costs of economic change ap-
pear to be behind us and the long
awaited benefits appear to be in the
offing.
Some of the more positive bene-
fits, such as drastically reduced
inflation, are already visible. Other
benefits, most notably the move-
ment toward modest and sustaina-
ble growth are imminent.
Admittedly there have been
shortcomings in the President's
program. Unemployment remains
at an unacceptably highlevel. Fed-
eral budget deficits have swollen
drastically. Also, a high level of
excess capacity exists thoguhout
much of American industry.
However, upon a closer assess-
ment of Reaganomics, one finds
that there are many positive facets.
The index of leading economic indi-
cators has risen seven times in the
last eight, months. Throughout
much of American economic histo-
ry, this type of activity has almost
always foretold the end of recession
and the beginning of recovery.
By STEPHEN A. CAMBONE
- Public ReMtrch'SyBdieated "
The American nuclear freeze and
disarmament movement received a
powerful boost recently. In "an arti-
cle in the spring edition of Foreign
Affairs, a prestigious journal of
international politics, former Secre-
tary of Defense Robert McNamara
called on the U.S. to renounce
NATO's long-standi- ng commitment
to make "first use" of nuclear
weapons in the event that NATO
could not defend itself against a
Soviet attack by. conventional
means. Mr. McNamara issued the
call in the belief that such a
renunciation would not only fore-
stall a general nuclear war, but
would ease West European fears
about limited nuclear war on their
soil, thus strengthening the-allian- ce.
Mr. McNamara's views on this
subject deserve serious considera-
tion, he having been one of the
principal architects of the "first
use" policy in the late 1960s.
The "first use" policy in question
is but a single feature of NATO's
"flexible response" defense doc-
trine. This doctrine postulates that
NATO must be prepared to wage
war at whatever level of conflict
conventional, theater nuclear or
general nuclear the Warsaw
Pact might employ when initiating
an attack. By being thus prepared,
NATO seeks to deter war across
the entire spectrum of conflict. -
Givetrthe West's belief that nei-
ther side would wish to suffer the
catastrophic damage associated
with nuclear war, NATO has long
anticipated that, should war come,
the Warsaw Pact would attempt to
gain victory by - conventional
means. This expectation is encour-
aged by the Pact's expensive ef-
forts to maintain its historical con-
ventional superiority over NATO.
NATO adopted the "first use"
policy as a way of offsetting its
The recent upturn of the stock
market has helped to restore both
business and consumer confidence,
both of which are vitally necessary
for the success of the President'sprogram. In addition, consumer net
worth has risen some --$300 billion
since last July.
Another reason for the optimistic
outlook is the shift in monetary
policy coupled with the actions of
the Federal Reserve Board. The
path of monetary policy and the
actions of the Fed are in the
direction of an expansion in the
nominal level of GNP. The Fed is
clearly concerned about financial
strains at home and abroad. Finan-
cial markets seem to feel that the
Fed has improved its credibility
and enhanced its reputation for
Independent and consistent judg-
ment, all of which bodes well for
economic growth at a low rate of
inflation.
Declining interest rates offer an-
other glimmer of hope for the
coming year. With the Federal
Reserve -- Board and most of the
nation's top banks lowering the
prime lending rate, businesses will
find it easier to acquire funds for
sorely needed modernization and
capital improvements. As Ameri-
can industry becomes better able to
compete with foreign industry, the
unemployment rate should decline.
Perhaps the most positive aspect
of Reaganomics so far has been the
rise in. real disposable income.
'First Use'
Policy
Is Defended
conventional inferiority. Matching
the Pact's conventional forces on a
one-for-o- ne basis was dismissed in
the 1960s by Mr. McNamara and
others as being too costly. Such an
effort-w- as also thought by them to
be "destabilizing" because a large
conventional army could be seen by
Moscow as posing an offensive
threat to the security of the Soviet
Union. .
The alternative to a massive
NATO army was the "first use"
policy. In accord with the flexible
response doctrine, NATO's plans
require it to do its best to defeat a
Soviet conventional attack by con-
ventional means. But NATO will
not allow itself to be defeated by a
conventional attack. If, in its judg-
ment, the Soviets were on the verge
of winning the war, NATO plans to
"fire a limited number of nuclear
weapons (according to former
NATO commander-in-chie- f and for-
mer Secretary of State Haig, only
one, and that one to be detonated
over the Baltic Sea) as a warning
to the Soviets that they bad best
withdraw or face the consequences
of nuclear war.
In adopting this plicy, NATO
labored under no illusions about the
consequences of nuclear war. In-
deed, it was precisely because
NATO believed that Moscow would
do everything in its power to avoid
nuclear war that NATO thought its
"first use" policy a reasonable and
effective --deterrent to war aj any
level in Europe.
Thus, the "first use" policy is
Disposalbe personal income net of --
inflation is running about 1 above
a year ago. This has lead to a
continued growth in consumer
spending throughout the year. The
long awaited-recover- y of 1983, like
all of its recent predecessors, is
going to be fueled by the demands
of the American consumer. Slowing
inflation and the final phase of the
tax cut program should boost real
disposable income even higher in
the coming year. -
In addition, not all segments of
American industry are experienc-
ing hard times. The housing indus-
try, for example, ' has staged a
remarkable turnaround. Also, the
automobile industry is starting to
make a comeback. The prospects
are also favorable for many other
facets of industry.
Furthermore, there is a new eco-
nomic realism in this country to-
day. More realistic business and
consumer decisions are being
made. Impractical corporate out-
lays are no longer automatically
bailed out by inflation. Employees
are realizing that their wages, sala-
ries and other fringe benefits are
vitally linked to the future success
of their company.
The biggest obstacle toward com-
plete recovery are the budget defi-
cits. However, the President has
recently - committed himself, to
sharply reducing the deficits.- - Mr.
Reagan has also suggested that he
would be willing to compromise on
the question of the military budget
not, as Mr! McNamara-implie- s, a
Mia hnru rnnppalinff American
olans to wage a limited nuclear
war in Europe. To the contrary, its
object is to deter war and, if a war
should come, to terminate it with
as little loss of life and property on
both sides as is humanly possible.
To argue, as Mr. McNamara has,
that NATOs first use of nuclear
anAa in it nwn defense willinevitably result in general nuclear
war, and ior.tnai reason uie
THE ACADEMY
Towards Absurdity
Wooster famous as it is for its
artistic creativeness has had its
waterless drinking-- - fountain, col-
lapsing house, twisted rib-cag-e, and
school desk sculpture bested. Re-
ports The American Spec a tor (De-
cember 1982):
"In San Francisco. 25-year-- old
Mr. Rob Stephenson, the Giovanni
Lorenzo Bernini of Professor Ellen
Zweig's creative arts class,,
climbed atop the San Francisco
State University Student Union
Building at 2 p.m., . lowered hisjeans, trimmed the foliage around
his male member, and with Barba-so- l
shave cream and a. razor
shaved his public area.
"Part of a class project." the
Spectator continues. "The compli-
cated performance seems to have
earned him high marks with Prof.
Zweig who was very censorious as
the campus gendarmes wheeled
young Stephenson away. I can't
believe this is a college campus in
1982. It's like medieval times, this
reaction to the human body'," Miss
Zweig commented.
Woe to he who is not leery of
body artists who perch themselves
on long-standi- ng Kauke Hall.
Pa?e3
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At
Wooster
Women's Week
Features Lecturers
- BY SUSAN FIGGE
ThU vcir'f Women's Week
sneakers celebrate the victories
that women have won for all of us
in the academic and political are-
nas. At the same time they remind
us of battles lost ana yet 10 come.'
On Jan. 19 (Tuesday) at 8:15 in
Ucfli ChaneL Marv Dent Crisn.
former- - Co-Cha- ir of the Republican
Party, win speak on Moral Imperi
alism ana tne new &ignu crop,
who served as national co-ch- air for
three and a half years. 1977-188- 0,
played a major role in rebuilding
the Republican rarty. &ne wh
ousted from her position in a bitter
muifrnntatinn over issues surround
ing the last GOP Presidential Plat--
1
V v
r-
-
Mary Dent Crisp .
form, particularly its denounc-
ement of the Equal, Rights
Amendment and Its proposed sup-
port of an anti-aborti- on amend-
ment The party, she says, was not
the same Republican Party she had
worked for as a volunteer for over
18 years. -
In .Fall of 1980 Crisp became
chair of the National Unity cam-
paign, supporting John Anderson
for President She now serves as a
consultant, writer and lecturer on
subjects ranging from the benefits
of business involvement in the po-
litical process to draft registration,jobs and. individual political effec-
tiveness. ' -
Mary Crisp holds a BA from
NContinued on Page 4 v
Page 4
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Oberlin College, an MA in Political
Science from Arizona State Univer-
sity, and a Doctor of Laws Degree
from Oberlin College. She serves on
the Board of the Population Action
Council, the Women's National
Bank of D.C., The National Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union, the Na-
tional Abortion Rights Action
League and the National Women's
Political Caucus.
In addition to her talk in McGaw,
Mary Crisp will participate in a Pit
Stop at 4 p.m. on Jan. 18 in Lowry
Center.
At Wednesday's convocatino Bar-
bara Heiman, Department of Math-
ematics, will explore problems of
men and women with Matbophobia.
Women, says Professor Heiman,
are more prone to math anxiety
than men, partly because they are
allowed, even encouraged to avoid
it at a critical age, when living up
or down to society's expectations
for women is a paramount concern.
But math anxiety is by no means
limited to women. It arises in part
from some of the things people are
taught to believe about mathemat-
ics that it is a precise science in
which only one right answer is
possible and that there is only one
way to arrive at that answer a
myth perpetuated occasionally by
'mathematicians themselves. To
counteract some of these false no-
tions. Professor Heiman will in-
clude in the convocation talk some
group problem solving exercises.
Barbara Heiman received her BA
and Ph.D. degrees from Kansas
City University. She has taught at
Kansas State and is in her third
year of teaching at Wooster. Her
research focus has been on Fourier
analysis, a study of trigonometric
theories. A former high school
teacher, she continues to 'have a
strong interest, in math education,
and she recently spent; a week
teaching game theory to students
at John Marshall High School 'aspart of the Wooster-Clevelan- d ex-
change program.
Mathematics is not the only dis-
cipline to look at problems of ac-
cess for women students and schol-
ars. Feminist political scientists
have called for a revision of the
basic structure of political theory.
On Thursday evening at 8:15 in
Mateer Auditorium (note the loca
20 VARIETIES
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tion change from the Culture Calen-
dar). Jean Bethke Elshtain, Un-
iversity of Masschusetts at
Amherst, will speak on Public Man,
Private Woman: Feminist Reflec-
tions on Political Theory. Starting
with the fact that Western political
theory deals in the interrelation-
ships between the public and pri-
vate spheres of social life and that
gender is a factor in judgments
made about the public and private
spheres, Elshtain offers a provoca-
tive new account of traditions of
Western political theory, including
feminist theories. She rewrites the
history of Western political theory,
exploring the treatment of the public-p-
rivate sphere dichotomy in an
attempt to determine "not just
what politics is for, but what poli-
tics has served to defend against."
As a linguistic analyst, she de-
scribes how modes of discourse
limit the vision of the political
theorist. '
A graduate of Colorado State
University, Elshtain received her
Ph.D. from Brandeis University.
She has been a Wpodrow Wilson
Fellow and a Radcliff Institute
Fellow. She is currently teaching a
seminar on political theory at Har-
vard University.
Her scholarly work includes nu-
merous articles: "Against Andro-gony- ,"
"The Anti-Femin- ist Back-
lash," "Doris Lessing: Language
and Politics," "Family Reconstru-
ction," "Moral WomanImmoral
Man" and her book Public Man,
Private Woman, Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 1981.
The Women's Week speakers
bring a new set of perspectives to
bear on the political life and the life
of the mind.e9sentiaiAspecta of the
time here at Wooster and after.
- INDEX UPDATE:
Here is the latest news on fthe
Index, that is the 1982 yearbook.
We must apologize for announc-
ing what we were led to believe
were the actual dates for distribu-
tion of the books and then being
forced to change them. This time
we are happy to announce with a
good deal of certainty that the
books will be available to be picked
up on the afternoons of Saturday,
Jan. 29 and Sunday, Jan: 30.
OF 15" HEROES
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NATO's 'First
Continued from Page 3
and NATO should abandon the poli-
cy, is to ignore the fact that no
such result is inherent in the policy.
A general nuclear war, or even a
nuclear war limited to Europe,
might result from NATO's "first
use" policy only if: a) Moscow
orders the Warsaw Pact to attack
Western Europe and; b) Moscow
believes that it can win a general
or limited nuclear war.
Thus, the burden of whatever
consequences might follow from
NATO's first use of nuclear weap-
ons falls not on NATO, but on the-Sovi- et
Union. The renunciation of
NATO's "first use", policy by the
U.S. would serve no other purpose
than to remove this burden from
the . Soviet! o Union,. And- - once .. this
burden, has been ..removed, hai is,
once Moscow is no longer deterred
by the prospect of nuclear war
enusing as a consequence of its
agression against NATO, the Soviet
Union would be. in a position to use
its. superior conventional forces
aginst Western Europe in any way --
that it might choose.
It is true, of course, that NATO
could build up its conventional
forces to respond to the new threat.
But one has to wonder whether a
conventional arms race in Europe
is preferable to the maintenance of
the status quo. Such a race is likely
to be as destabilizing as any other
arms race. And because conven
Use' Defended
tional arms are considered to be
far more useful than nuclear arms,
the prospect of such a race result-
ing in war is far more likely.
One of Mr. McNamara's objec-
tives in .making his proposal was to
avoid the prospect of limited nucle-
ar war in Europe. The prospect of
a conventional war limited to Eu-
rope is no more appealing. Let us
not forget that it took Western
Europe the better part of a genera-
tion to recover from the last con-
ventional war fought, on its soil.
Eastern Europe, some forty-thre- e
years after, still has not recovered.
A second objective of Mr. McNa-
mara's proposal was to avoid the
prospect of general nuclear war.
But a war between our European
allies and friends - and the -- Soviet
Union must necessarily, involve the
U.S. The cause tffetwn jCiyml-tio- n
would demand it. Our national
honor would demand it, .The main-
tenance of our international politi-
cal and economic interest would
demand it.
Undoubtedly Mr. McNamara and
his friends will continue to insist
that his proposal be adopted. There
is little reason to believe, however,
that its adoption will advance the
cause of peace. The renunciation of
NATO's "first use" policy will
only serve to enhance the power of
the Warsaw Pact's .conventional
forces. And that in -- turn, can only
serve to enhance the likelihood of
war. .
Auto Selection Bests Colleges
PALO ALTO, CA (CPS) Many students spend more time
researching how and where to buy their first cars than they do in
picking a college, the president of the College Board says.
Fred Hargadon, who heads the College Board, is Stanford's dean
of admissions, and who had mounted a one-ma- n crusade, recently
against subjective, interpretive college guides, claims "the first
purchase of an automobile is more thoroughly researched than the
purchase of an education."
In an interview with the Stanford News Service, Hargadon said
the subjective guidebooks treat "prospective applicants and colleges
alike as fixed objects, as if the matter of selecting a college to attend
were a mere matter of finding a nut to fit a bolt"
He adds that "a commercial guidebook's two- - or three-pag- e
interpretive description" often disregards the difference between the
many "social milieus" on. any one campus, and how those milieus
change from year to year and term to term.
Hargadon recommends students to use the traditional objective
guidebooks Peterson's Annual Guide to Undergraduate Study,
Cass and Birnbaum's Comparative Guide to Colleges, and, of course,
the College Board's College Handbook and then sendaway for
specific College bulletins and catalogs.
, The guidebook market has been flooded in recent years by
subjective directories like the Yale Insider's Guide, the Selective
Guide to Colleges, Everywoman's Guide, and The Black Student's
Guide to Colleges. -
But a recent College Board study suggested students don't rely
much on the guides anyway in choosing which college to attend.
Activities
Accent
B7 Student AethrttiM Board
The Student Activities Board has
started off at a fast pace . this
quarter. On Wednesday, Jan. 12,
SAB sponsored a student Activities
Fair during lunchtime in the lounge
of Lowry Center. The Fair was one
step in the recruitment process for
next year's board, geared toward
bringing the excitement of co-cur-ric- ular
activities to the students.
Each of SAB's eleven committees
sponsored a booth and activities
reflective of the types of programs
they bring to campus.
At the Speakers and Topics
booth, for example, student speak-
ers aired their views on a soap box.
Talented musicians, singers and
performers provided entertainment
at the Performing Arts booth. A
display of past programs and
events was sponsored by the Black
Forum Committee and free carica-
tures were the attraction of the Art
Committee. Video-tape- d concerts,
short course demonstrations, film
previews, etc. were also part of the
Fair.
This year SAB had tremendous
student response to the recruitment
brochures and the fair and expects
to receive a number of applications
for positions on .the Board. The
deadline for applications is Thurs-
day, Jan. 20.
Other programs SAB- - has planned
for the near future include an art
exhibit entitled "Xerographic Inter-
pretations" to be displayed in Low-
ry Center from Jan. 18-3- 0.
i-
- la - hi .pieces, Artist Bob Beck-ma- n,
v has utilized, the concept of
iaagisiTjbto -- give a r new distension
tobf:Wri e4ecfcco;tattct, printing
process-.- - 1 t ..- - "The: Outdoor .Recreation Commit-
tee is currently taking sign-up- s for
a ski: weekend in Holiday Valley,
western New --York's largest ski
area. There are a limited number
of spaces for this trip so students
are encouraged to sign up early;
the deadline is Jan. 15. The annual
winter trip to Washington, D.C. has
been scheduled and is set to go on
Jan. 21. The cost of the trip, which
includes transportation and two
nights lodging in the Hotel Harring-
ton (five blocks from the White
House), is only 150. The deadline
for sign-up- s is Wednesday, Jan. 19.
In addition to these special pro-
grams the SAB Films Committee
has planned a good line-u-p of mov-
ies for the quarter. This weekend
will feature "The Wizard of Oz"(Friday and Saturday nights, 7
p.m.) and "The Deerhunter" (Fri-day and Saturday nights, 9:30
p.m.); admission charge is SI.
Ichabod's will also be rocking
Friday and Saturday nights with
DJ's Gigi Latiff on Friday night
and Megan Walsh with Lisa Ban-jra- y
on Saturday night. Friday's
Happy Hour, from 4-- 6 p.m., will be
co-sponso- red by the Omegas. And,
of course, Ichabod's has now be-
come a feature of Tuesday nights,
from 9-1- 1 p.m.: games, ping-pon- g,
dart, hot sandwiches, pizza and the
usual Ichabod's beverages will be
available.
Watch this column in future
Voice issues for more information
and details about upcoming attrac-
tions sponsored by the Student Ac-
tivities Board.
Strong Personalities
"Only strong personalities can
endure history; the weak are extin-
guished by it"
Friedrich Nietzsche
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Former President
Served As Prexy 1967-7-7;
Also Past Dean Of CO W.
By TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
"Garter Drushal was a man of
many dimensions: friend, col-
league, teacher, administrator, civ-i-c
leader and educational states"
man," President Henry Copeland
said in remarks about his immedi-
ate predecessor, John Garber
Drushal.
Drushal, as his many friends
attest, was destined to do great
things in life. Born on July 16, 1912,
in Lost Creek, Kentucky, his par-
ents were founders of several
Brethren Churches and the River-
side Christian Training School in
Breathitt County, Kentucky. " '
In 1935 Drushal was graduted
from Ashland College, Ashland,
Ohio. A year later he returned to
Ashland after having worked on his
masters degree at Ohio State, and
for a year taught at his alma
mater. In 1938 Drushal completed
his masters at Ohio State, and
proceeded to teach at the Universi-
ty of Missouri, and then the Capital
University Department of Speech.
During World War II; from 1942-- 5,
Drushal served the U.S. Naval
Reserve, in various intelligence ca-
pacities.
In 1946 Drushal joined the speech
faculty at Wooster, and save for an
occasional teaching leave at Bowl-
ing Green, Queens College, South-
western Louisiana- - State University
and the University of Rhode Island,
Drushal would spend the remainder
of his career teaching speech and
political science, and -- serving - in
administrative spots at Wooster. -
Drushal earned his 'Doctor of
Philosophy at Ohio State is 1951
t.'
- 'I
v
-
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The death of former. President
Howard Foster Lowry in July of
1967 elevated then Dean and Vice
President Drushal to the post of
acting president. ,
Hit Career At Wooster
The tour of duty in the classroom
came to an end when in 1963 then
President Howard- - Foster Lowry
appointed Drushal to the post of
Dean of. the College. In 1966 Lowry
gave Drushal the dual roles of dean
and vice president for academic
affairs. '
When on July 4, 1967 Lowry died
while on a national fund raising
tour, Drushal was named by the
Board of Trustees as acting presi
dent until a search for Lowry's
successor could be completed.
Drushal, who had been consid-
ered to be a highly competent
assistant to Lowry, was appointed
to the presidency in April 1968.
Myriad Problems
When officially inaugruated on
Oct; 11, 1968, Drushal was immedi--'
ately confronted by myriad prob-
lems. Student unrest over the Viet
Nam War and social problems at
home had changed the once staid
student body of President Lowry's
days into a student body looking to
effect change. Worse still was a
looming financial crisis. The three
new buildings under construction,
in addition to the recently complet-
ed Armington, Stephenson and
Bissman Halls, left Wooster with a
84 million bill, but only $700,000 in
ready cash.
The first problem was handled by
"learning,' listening and loving," a
program which Drushal outlined in
his fourth opening convocation ad-
dress in September 1971. He also
instituted such nationally recog-
nized programs as "Participation
'70' or what was then described as
an "experiment in pracitical poli-
tics" which "brought together stu-
dents and nationally known politi-co-s,
business and labor leaders for
. a two-wee- k open discussion of how
i to- - institute cltfrige: by working
i jrfthia the system." fr;-- : .4
; ' : Drushal, once described in a
Voice editorial as being "a Scot by
affection," was also instrumental
in initiating the quarter system,
when change from a more tradi-
tional semester System was being
sought by many students. Other
curricular changes -- were begun as
well, although Drushal maintained
the junior and senior independent
study programs because of what he
termed their "uniqueness" apart
from other college and universities.
Other constraints, such as man-
datory chapel attendance, were
eventually done away with under
Drushal, which popularized him in
the eyes of students.
His bright smile, passion for
sporting section t-sh- irts, and pen-
chant for being called "Garber"(his mother's maiden name) rather
than President or Dr. Drushal,
added to students' affection for
Drushal. As Wooster graduate Su- -
san Lundal once said, "When you
walk into his office he makes you
feel like you are the most impor-
tant person there is and that your
problem will be the first on his
agenda."
Financial Crisis -
Although Wooster was approach-
ing financial crisis after Lowry
died, Drushal was recognized for
saving the day. In 1968 $4 million
was needed complete Lowry Cen-
ter, Armington Physical Education
Center and Mateer. Less than a
quarter of that money: had been
raised when President Lowry died.
By 1977, when Drushal retired,
the change had been dramatic. Not
only had millions been raised to
pay for past debts, but improve-
ment had been made to dorms, the
President's home, and the danger--'
ous and decrepit Memorial Chapel
had been replaced by MeGaw.
Brushal Dies
Sound budgets were the order of
those years, paving the way for
Drushal's successor. Dean of Fac-
ulty Henry Copeland, to launch the
"Campaign for Wooster," a pro-
gram scheduled to bolster the en-
dowment by 850 million.
Drushal always shied away form
taking personal credit. He attrib-
utes Wooster's success in what has
been termed the "Drushal Decade"
to this staff. In a 1977 interview
with then Director of News Service
Ernest S. Infield, Drushal re-
marked: "We inherited some finan-
cial and other problems, but we
also, inherited a top-lev- el staff cap-
able of dealing with them. Our
three vice presidents, F.W.
Cropp , Hans Jenny..:, and G.T.
Smith (the latter two have since
left Wooster), all remained with
me. . .
"Along the way, they were joined
by Henry Copeland ... and William
Baird of the Economics Depart-
ment, who has served in many
ways."
Drushal's Other Pursuits
urusnars personal success as an
administrator may be attributed to
his wide-rangi- ng activities off cam--
pus. For ten years Drushal served
as president of Wooster City Coun-
cil and president of the Wooster
Rotary Club. He also was a mem-
ber of the board of directors of the
Wooster Auto Club, Wooster Cham-
ber of Commerce, and College Hills
retirement home, and was a direc-
tor of the former Citizens National
Bank, now Bank One of Wooster.
A member of numerous educa-
tional societies, author or coauthor
of several papers ' and books, and
active with his alma mater, Ash-
land College, Drushal's relationship
with Wooster and other institutions
was cordial. The opening of College
events and classrooms to citizens,
not to mention his local political
activity in the Republican party,
brought Wooster the community
and Wooster the college closer tor
gether. " -
After retiring as president June
30, 1977, Drushal and his wife,
Dorothy moved to a farm near
Lakeville, a community south of
Wooster. Before- - retiring, Drushal
was awarded honorary doctorates
at both Wooster and Wittenburg
Unviversity. Ashland had awarded
Drushal an honorary, doctorate in
1968. -
Recently, Drushal taught an oc-
casional political science course at
the College, and otherwise involved
himself with reading, writing,
farming, children and
-
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President Drushal laughs with Wooster senior Andrea
and Director of Development Howard Stranch in lx75.
-
, v -
J. Garber Drushal is pictured here at his inaugural address on Oct.
11, 1968 in Memorial ChapeL J -
Family, Friends Gather
In Service For Drushal
r A Staff
Of Ta Wi
Hundreds of mourners commu-
nity and college leaders, friends,
family, faculty and students hon-
ored former President.- - J. Garber
Drushal at a ceremony held in
McGaw Chapel last Dee. 6
Drushal, who died Dec. 3, was
prominent in Wooster business, pol-
itics and education for years.
" Over a thousand people. crowded
the Chapel itself a .monument to
the physical expansion of Wooster
under the Drushal presidency to
hear reflections and commemora
tive remarks given by geology pro-
fessor F.W. Cropp; Donald Bine-har- t,
Dean of Ashland College; and
u
Coartaty f The tadas
Mitchell
. Ctmztsyt The lmtn
the Rev. Gordon Stewart, pastor of
Westminster Church.
.
Outside, an overcast, chill late
autumn day, Wooster's black and
old gold flag fluttered at half mast
in honor of a one-tim- e leader.
'
"He was a very special man,"
said Cropp. "He was a special
person, at a special place, at a
special time."
-- Cropp, who served as vice presi- -'
dent for academic affairs under
Drushal, remembered "Garber" as
a man who was everyone's friend,
and a special friend of his family. '
'"He was such a good man,'",
Cropp quoted his daughter as say-
ing following the news of Drushal's
death Dee. 8.
The reflection given by Cropp,'
which was peppered with, light,
hearty anecdotes, more than once
drove the assembly to laughter. It
was just such laughter, Cropp not-
ed, by -- which Drushal .would be
remembered. ' '
"He - (Drushal) , would have been
sad if we had walked from this
place of worship without chuc--
de," Rinehart, a longtime friend of
Drushal's, noted, in commemora-
tive remarks. .
- Stewart, who recalled his rela-
tionship with the late president,
remembered Drushal as an even-hande-d,
reasoned man.
Drushal, known to many who
attended the service as "Garber,"
served as president of Wooster
from 1967 to 1977. He was graduat-
ed from Ashland College in 1935,
' Cootixraed on Page
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Life At The Front Desk Soup And Bread
Requires Myriad Talents Still Seeks Help
Continued from Page 1
the listening rooms and all sound
equipment and mikes in Lowry.
When the post office is closed,
packages are also picked-u- p at the
desk.
"We often have to do 7 or 8 things
at once." Betty explained. "A stu-
dent said to me once, 'You make
the job look so easy.'" "Is it?" this
reporter asked.
"No." was the empathic reply.
She said. "They (the students)
get a lot of special treatment ... but
it's a special student body. We try
and help as much as we can."
Can any one of such a special
body of students ever be rude?
"Some are, but I just give it right
back to them and it works out
evenly."
Both Joyce and Betty agree that
student interaction is the best as-
pect of their jobs.
As the manager of the desk,
Betty interviewed and hired the
student employees, Cheyrl Lower,
Krystin Buckey, Anita Conn, Scott
Paynter. Alan Myers, Beth Kore-ma- n
and Beth Friedland. She also
cooks dinner for them once a quart-
er. Betty is responsible for schedul-
ing the students and keeping their
time cards, keeping the books and
ordering candy.
Although it may seem to many
students that Betty and Joyce live
at the front desk. they, do have
other lives. Betty is married and
has four children and 7 grandchil-
dren. This reporter commented,
"You don't look like a grandma."
She replied, "Thanks, I got mar-
ried when I was eight." Betty sings
in the Zion Church choir and enjoys
western square dancing.
Joyce is married and has a
grown-u- p daughter. She likes nee-
dlework, reading, and sports. The
latter from a spectator's perspec-
tive. She attends the football games
and enjoys them even though the
m 02680 Cleveland Rd.
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team doesn't have a perfect record,
because she has gotten to "know all
the guys on the team ... They're
trying their best."
Joyce is often the first person a
prospective student sees when ar-
riving on campus, because Galpin
is closed on weekends. She is also
the only "grownup" around many
evenings in Lowry.
"Thank God for Joyce." was
Betty's parting sentiment. "She has
a lot of responsibility. She makes a
lot of decisions she really is paid to
make. We are two entirely different
people. She is calm and dependa-
ble. Someone said we were as
different as night and day. I told
them.' yes, she works night and I
work day."
Hundreds Mourn,
Remember Drushal
At Chapel Service
Continued from Page 5
and received his masters and doc-
torate degrees at Ohio State. In
addition to his educational career,
Drushal was active in Wooster
politics and business, having
served as president of Wooster City
Council for ten years. He also acted
as director of a local bank, and the
Chamber of Commerce.
Drushal is survived by his wife
Dorothy and by sons James Mi-
chael, John Richard and Jeff
FREE
DELDVEEW!
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Standing at the helm of Lowry Center, Joyce Parkinson is
a counselor, snack seller, postal clerk, guide, mother, and
banker. Photo by Franz M. Jantzen.
Great Decisions Begins
Continued from Page 1
1983; 3. Africa's Economic Squeese,
January 27, 1983; 4. U.S.-Sovi- et
Arms Race, February 3, 1983; 5.
Inter-Americ- an Security, February
10, 1983; 6. Who's Next to Get the .
Bomb?. February' 17, 1983 (7 p.m.);
7. West Germany and the U.S., .
February 24, 1983; 8. Lebanon,
March 3, 1983.
Speakers will include William
Epstein, former director of U.S.
Committee on Disarm anent, Wayne
Cornelius, a graduate of Wooster
.
who has become an authority on
Latin America, and William Miner .
of Agency for International Devel-
opment.
: If you are an American you
should have knowledge about these
issues which your policy makers
has to make "Great Decisions" in
your name.
If you are foreign you should
have knowledge about these issues
because when the U.S. makes its
"Great Decisions" your country
may be greatly affected. Further-
more, after each forum, a foreign
student will be given an opportuni-
ty either to make a brief statement
or to ask the first question.
If you would like to have a
background information about the
"Great Decisions" issue, there is a
book available for your intellectual
consumption. The book contains
articles on each issue as well as the
Gary's Clipper Shoplit S. Markat St.Woostor, Ohio
263-116- 3
.$ discount with student I.D.
Men and Woman's stylo cuts
Bos cut M.5 with UD.
' t cut SS.M bos with L.D.
KK products and
Applo Poet In shampoo available.
No appointment nacassary.
ballots. If you would like to have
the book you can contact. Ayse
Beyazif, Westminster House, Ext
2727
There is one more thing about
this program which might interest
you: the admission is free so do not
schedule anything for Thursday
evenings this quarter.
Traditional and
stylos and cuts.'
By FRANZ M. JANTZEN
Tuesday night has characteristi-
cally been Soup and Bread Night at
Kittredge Dining Hall since 1976.
despite the fact that during WinterQuarter fewer people than usual
participate. While to most unin-
formed people "Soup and Bread"
implies a martyrdom on the part of
the participant, this is not the case.
In brief. Soup and Bread night is
designed to do two things. First and
foremost, one sacrifices his usual
Tuesday evening menu for fine
soup; bread, jellies and the regular
beverages usually provided at Kit-
tredge. The money saved by this is
sent to Oxfam America relief and
development organization and is
used directly to aid the generally
poor and displaced peoples of such
geographically diverse countries as
Niger, Bangladesh, India, Boliva,
Guatemala, Honduras and Laos, to
name a few.
The emphasis on aid has in the
recent past been focused on Kam-
puchea (formerly Cambodia). For
instance, last quarter 82,360.80 was
contributed from Wooster to pay
for tools, seeds, food and emergen-
cy relief in various .. poor coun-
tries. V
Second, this project creates an
alternative atmosphere for dining
on Tuesday night, utilizing Kit-
tredge to collect people, of a com-
mon humanitarian interest, and to
listen to live music, provided free
for participants.
The main thrust of this project
eminates from Westminster House,
known as the Bread of Justice
House. Jack Jones, Jean Peacock.
and Martha Lowry explained- - that
their main concern now is to create
more interest in people to make, a
contribution. This winter quarter,
as usual, it has been more difficult
to attract volunteers willing to
share their food with others.
As Jones said. Soup and Bread is
a way of "reminding ourselves in a'
token way of what is going on
around the world, and to do what
we can to help others."
Although the first deadline was
January 7, one can still sign up on
January 18. when cards will . be
burned and Soup and Bread offi-
cially begins. . .
President Halts
Council Motion
Continued from Page 1 ;
and faculty, are nursing bruises
which resulted from council's Octo-
ber action.
The coming months, or more in
Wooster fashion, years, win tell if
the current scheme of student par-
ticipation in the affairs of the
college will suffice or if there exists
a serious need for structural
change.
THE
SHOP ,
In The College Hills Shopping Centcij
'Phone 262-88- 46 - :
Common Dread Fought
At New Care Center
By EDITH MCGANDY
If you have a cold, or anticipate
the cold that usually hits you just
as your longest research paper is
due at the end orthe quarter,
Hygeia's new "Cold Care Center"
may be just what you need.
When the staff at Hygeia became
aware of the frequency of the
common cold at Wooster, and the
need for a more effective way of
dealing with this problem' they
considered the Cold Care Center,
an idea originated at the University
of Wisconsin, Stevens Point Cam-
pus.
Until now, students suffering
from the common cold or sore
throat were forced to wait for long
periods of time simply to receive
throat lozenges or salt water gar-
gle, much less to be examined.
The new Center enables the stu-
dent to examine and prescribe
medications for liim or herself.
Students may also visit the Center
to familiarise themselves with pre-
vention methods, and at home rem-
edies.
Dr. Peto, Director of the Student
Health Service says that a "cure"
for the common cold does not
actually exist, out that a better
understanding of the symptoms and
possible medications helps a stu-
dent deal more effectively with the
cold. This is the object of the Cold
Care Center.
The Center itself consists of. a
small room equipped with stations
through which the student is ex-
pected to progress. The room's
special shelf features and - lights
were designed and --constructed by
Life ln The He'avcmlymr'
Spence clubs baby seals but
Johnny wants the Walrus.
Howard Raber has signed the
SALT-Morto- n pact agreeing not to
cut down and endangering you of
further salt maladies from the
food.
The saga of Dean Dick continued
though the break as Mom (of
Truckstop fame) nixed the plans
for the file cabinet and added a
refrigeration case instead. Our lat-
est word indicates that the LC pit is
about to be converted to office
space. Meanwhile Dean Dick has
had to do some work for lack of a
better pastime.
The bitches Ol.1t. L.) are back.
So too is Curtis. Welcome back
Curtis!
Double-- O Poly and Double-- O Polo
are on overseas assignment , this
quarter.
Fatty's on the prowl! ,
WCWS (college radio) has "an-
nounced a few changes beginning
this quarter ... Funding has finally,
been approved for the institution of
a RIF (reading is fun) program for
newscasters ... This is expected to
greatly increase the college com--
NewsDigest
Continued from Page S
unless Congress repeals the new
gasoline tax law. which has special
clauses on diesel fuel and others
which the truckers claim are af-
fecting them adversely. "There win
be a nationwide truck shutdown on
Jan. 31. It win last, as long as the
Congress wants it to." declared
Association President Mike
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Diane Byrne and Bevan vans, two
Wooster students, under the super-
vision of the staff at Hygeia.
The stations within the Center
are designed to help the student
self-diagno- se his problem, begin-
ning with the first station where the
student obtains his - card from a
staff member. The second step
asks the student to analyze his
symptoms. Thirdly he must take
his temperature with a digital the-momet-er.
The fourth step asks the
student to examine his throat and
tonsils in a special mirror. The fifth
step recommends remedies the stu-
dent may utilize if he wishes to
avoid medication. The sixth step
describes the purposes of the medi-
cations available to the student in
the center, asking him to choose
the most appropriate for his symp-
toms.
If at any time the student feels
the need to consult with any of the
professional staff at Hygeia, he is
more than welcome to ask ques-
tions.
Dr. Peto is very excited about the
Center and sees it as only a small
part of the health educational func-
tion, which the Student Health
Service provides. He feels that
Hygeia should be thought of as a
service which ' "does other than
take care of sick people." He also
emphasizes that the Center does
not expect the student to conse-
quently avoid the health care staff,
but to feel free to consult them
when necessary. He encourages
students to further their knowledge
of self health ; care through . the
munity's comprehension of real
world events. The station is also
asking that each student donate
two batteries toward the effort to
increase station power and convert
to stereo good news for residents
in Wagner who didn't know that we
had a radio station. We do, don't
we? Finally in the audio rack we
would like to note that the cold
weather has forced the station
manager to forsake gym shorts for
sweat pants. - Maybe be sweats a
lot - ' -
Notice to an students who were
.off --campus Fall Quarter: Cheryl is
no longer "dating" Billy.
Congratulations to Walter and
Kitty.
Overheard at Sunday Dinner:
'She's the biggest ffcting airhead
on campus!'
Commander Sap reports on the
Douglass-Bissma- n War: "The dis-
appearance and presumed con-
sumption of the gingerbread men
could indicate an escalation of ten-
sions between the two factions in
this part of the campus. Watch this
column for further details as the
Introducing STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Special ffor volM with student I.D.
- Haircut $7-t.- M .
Shampoo. Cut. and Blow Dry $10.59-$13.- 5
Porm (Includes haircut) $M.53-$3I.5- 3
Call today 24-22- 4 WI243 N. Marfcat Streat
. Downtown Woostor
Noll Opens
Computer Outlet
BY PHIL UNDERCUFFLER
There is something new at the
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
they're selling computers!
Actually, it is not the first time
the Bookstore sold computers. Sev-
en years ago Wooster was the first
college in Ohio to sell computers
directly to students. The same com-
puter that, back then, sold for
$1,000 now sells for 1200-130- 0 minus
manufacturer's rebate, according
to bookstore Manager Don NolL
This winter the store once again
began to sell computers. At
present, Noll is offering the Os-
borne (a terrific word processor,
among other things), and the IBM
P.C. (one of the more powerful
micro's on the market). They also
offer Epson, EPC, and Smith-Coron- a
printers.
Both computers come equipped
with a vast array of software the
electronic language codes that
teach the computer how to "talk"
with humans. Additional "third
party" software designed with the
Osborne and IBM in mind are
available.
With the purchase of a computer,
NoU is giving two free hours of
private instruction at the custom-
er's convenience. Lessons are given
by specially trained students.
Additionally, the bookstore , will
give any student, faculty or em-
ployee at the College a 20 dis-
count on the price of a computer.
Noll notes that few retail stores
offer a similar rate.
- For those students who cannot
afford to drop the price of a com-
puter system in one visit, financing
will be available.
If something goes wrong with the
computer, as ofteni happens with
temperamental electronic equip-
ment, everything sold is covered by
warranty.
saga of Mary Poppins, Tobacco
Dave ana myseii unioias.
Ella, do you ever read this stuff?
Here is our list of what's in and
what's out around campus: '
In , OutPOC USA
Boots
.
Topsiders
Clash MSB
Bach - Funk
Hair Baseball Caps
Argyle Velour
Individuals Peer Groups
Nachos Gourmet Casserole
Colds Herpes
Skiing Snow
LeRoy's Chardy's
Nature 'Organic' Art
Baby Gates BOSH!!!
LS.. LS.
Writing Editorializing
Air. Pipes and smoking
God-- ,' Fundamentalists
Will Craig's voice ever change!
Is Bonnie pregnant again?
Stay Tuned.
OFFE3 THE CUT YOU KEEP
In1..
Page T
Students assemble Wednesday afternoon during the Stu-
dent Activities Board Volunteer Fair. The fair was
generally considered to be successful by SAB organizers.
Photo by Franz If . Jantzen.
snacKs, soaa, unips
Spice Mom's Emporium
BY TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
Those late night cries for snacks
may be alleviated with the intro-
duction this quarter of a soda and
chip emporium in Mom's Snack
Bar.
Designed to provide easy-acce- ss
and inexpensive victuals for stu-
dents, the emporium hosts a wide
variety of party-siz- e chip bags,
yogurt, fruit iuices and Pepsi-Col- a
products, Food; , Service Director
Howard Raber. says. , n
Raber notes that the Pepsi prod-
ucts sold are provided by Pepsi-Col- a
- Company. Refrigerating
equipment and a new counter were
also provided by Pepsi.
James Rustic an infrequent
customer at Mom's believes the
emporium "is a good idea. For
students who don't get off campus
very often, it will be very conve-
nient"
And Frieda Jentes. a snack bar
New appearing fat tha
employee, finds the stocks of soda
a convenient addition to her shop-
ping routine. "It's a lot cheaper..
This is really a lot cheaper."
Cost is not the sole criterion in
nmwhiiliii anHa fnr th ffmrrmet.
"I pride myself at being able to
distinguish between bottles and
tl 1 I T -- U M rrj4
Pfeiffer.
Although Pfeiffer' finds bottled
soda better, he sees advantages in
the can: "Bottles lose their fizz.",
, Senior Cathy Thomas a hearty
drinker of soda, refuses to buy
cans. "If you're going to buy large
ountitlps. buv bottles "
Despite negativism. Raber is op-
timistic that, the emporium "will
catch on. -
Snack emporia have proved to be
extremely popular and successful'
at other schools, Raber notes. Kent
State, he says, has expanded its
mini-groce- ry because of student
interest and demand.
ira-jfT-
Tl
North Coast'
Tumtday Collogo hkX Mlto
Taaaaay. Waaaaaaay. S-1- 1 sua.
Thursday. St --12i smo.
Friday, taiarday. S--l .
Monday Happy Hour 4:39-- 1
Tuosdoy Happy Hour 4x39 to 12x39
Wodnotday Is Ladlot Mltm j
- will be half pVka?
Thursday In Mmxlcan Mltm.
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Arts and Culture
i - Spyro Gyra : No Catch
Chick Corea ; Three Stars
- r Hi1 i I
Sophomore Beth Knauer solos "O Tuneful Voice" by F.J.
Haydn during a convocation-recit- al Jan. 5. The program
introduced this quarter's Haydn series, which begins
Sunday at 4 p.m. in Mackey. Photo by Andrew D.
Goldman.
Haydn Season Opens
BY EARL HENNING
The quarter's first convocation,
on the fifth of January, was held in
Mackey Hall for a change. General-
ly, speakers don't concern them-
selves over much with acoustics;
but since Dr. Josephine Wright's
remarks on the career of Franz
Joseph Haydn (1732-180- 9) were to
be supplemented by spontaneous
performances of selected works,
the choice of Mackey made all the
difference.
"Papa" Haydn (as he is known to
devout listeners) is credited with
.
the foundation of the mature classi-
cal style after the disintegration of
4T
the Baroque was nearly complete.
Some of the hallmarks of the classi-
cal style which Haydn helped to
pioneer include: the use of bal-
anced four-measu- re phrases (in the
Baroque style, a phrase could jour-
ney a great distance before stum-
bling into a cadence); the gradual
stability of harmonic direction
from tonic to dominant (as opposed
to the frenetic harmonic pace char-
acteristic of the Baroque); and the
development of sonata form.
Haydn worked in relative isola-
tion as "kappellmeister' (court
Continued on Page 9
HISTLI
the college magazine
of literature and
the arts.
SUBMIT
your short stories,
poems, essays, songs,
photographs, artwork and ideas
to
David JVIeans Box 2238
By BILL ST. JOHN
Spyro Gyra
Incognito; MCA-536-8
Side Cne: Last Exit, Old San
Juan, Harbor Nights. Stripes.
Side Two: Oasis, Incognito,
Sueno, Soho Mojo.
Saint's
Jazz
Review
Musicians: Saxes Jay Becken- -
stein. Keys Tom Schuman, Jorge
Dalto, Richard Tee, Guitar Steve
Love. Bass Marcus Miller, Will
Lee, Appearances by Tootsh Thiel-ma- n(harmonica) and - Tom Scott(Tenor).
Incognito has shown that Spyro
Gyra has made no major advances
or innovations since Morning
Dance. The studio playing is still
very tight and clean and it is.
admittedly, hard to Imagine it get
ting any better. The soloists still
blow out stock solos,- - loaded witn
bluesy, funky cliches. However, the
compositions don t have the catehl-nes- s
that Spyro Cyra's earlier al--,
bums are well known for. In fact.
Incognito is background music; a
close listening would . leave most
people bored. Neither the writing --
nor the playing does anything to
grab the listener. This Is typical
sugar-coate- d commercial jazz.
Tom Scott's lyrical solo on Oasis
is perhaps the brighsst point on the
album but it is not indicative of
what that man can really do (listen
to the album Alivemutherforya,
Columbia-35349-). Speaking of non-indicati-ve
performances. Incognito
does an excellent job of not exploit-
ing the phenomenal talents of
Steve Gadd. who drums on all the
cuts but one. yet is given very little
room for creativity.
Its disappointing. Spyro Gyra,' in
spite of the wrath and condemnation
of purists, has produced popular
albums which have exposed at least,
some elements of jazz to those who
would nfit otherwise have listened.
They are supposedly a really hot
live act. But Incognito gets one star(out of four) and can only be
recommended to confirmed Spyro
Gyra fans.
J' V
I , -- s.
Chick Corea
Trio Music; ECM-2-123- 2
Record L. Side A: Trio Improvis-
ations 1-- 3, Duet Improvisations 1-- 2;
Side B: Trio Improvisations 4--5,
Slippery When Wet Record 2, The
Music of Thelonius Monk, Side A:
Rhythm-a-Nin- g, 'Round Midnight.
EroneL Think Of One; Side B:
Xittle Rootle Tootle. Reflections.
Hackensack. u - -
The first disc. is a collection of
free jazz pieces that were per-
formed, as Corea writes in liner
notes, "with little or no discussion
before playing." The exceptions
are Slippery When Wet which is a
pre-compos-ed 8 bar line and Trio
Improvisation 1 which is a prede-
termined rhythmic motif that was
set just prior to recording.- -
. It seems that Corea is the domi-
nant figure in these works. It is he
who seems to be Initiating most of
the spontaneous musical dialogue,
and with some very cogent musical
ideas at that The acoustical domi-
nance of the piano pushes Corea
even further out in front Vitous
despite his frantic yet often clever
and exciting playing, lacks pres-
ence and is difficult to listen to
through the other two. He doesn't
surpass his performances with
Weather Report, which showed a
clearer sense of interaction.
Occasionally, the collective train
of thought momentarily appears to
become sparse (as perhaps is nor-
mal for free Jaxt), but it never
evolves into anything resembling
The Wootter VoiceMichael Veloff
the more chaotic style of, say,
Anthony Braxton. Still, this is freejazz that will make you listen to it
The main criticism that can be
Continued on Page 10
CPPS Presents
f. ' ' WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
Resume Writing Tuesday, Jan.
18, 7 p.m. Basement Lounge Kenar-de-n.
Life Planning Sunday. Jan. 23.
1-4:- 30 p.m. Faculty Lounge, Pre-sign--up
in CPPS office. -
.
Decision Making Tuesday,
Jan. 25, 7 p.m. Lowry Room 118.
Interview Skills Thursday.
Jan. 27, 7 p.m. CPPS office.
- RECRUITING SCHEDULE
Mutual of New York, Wednesday,
Jan. If.
Ashland Theological Seminary,
Tuesday, Jan. 25.
. Navy, Wednesday and Thursday,
Jan. 28 and 27.
Ohio Northern College of law.
Wednesday, Jan. 28.
Haydn Festival Concerts
Presented by The College of Wooster, Department of Music
Sunday, January 16 " 4:00 p.m.
Sunday, January 23 4:00 p.mr
- v t The Early Music Croup of DaytonSunday --January 30 - 4:00 p.m.
Sunday, February 6 4:00 p.m.
Sunday, . February 13 4:00 p.m.
Saturday; February 19 8:15 p.m.
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
Sunday, February 20 4:00 p.m.
Sunday, February 27 . 4:00 p.m.
Mackey Hall
',. Mackey Hall
Mackey Hall
Mackey Hall
Mackey Hall
McGaw Chapel
Mackey Hall
Mackey Hall
COMPILED By JOANNA WESTERN
co
P5
as
lVA.-- :
PS
fa
PS
G3
C3
u s
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The Weekender
MUSIC
14 Cleveland Symphony Or-cheste- ra,
Mozart, Severance Hall,
11001 Euclid, Cleveland, 44106
(216)-231-111- 1, 8:30, tkts. $8-$1- 7
20-2-2 Haydn, Bach, Shastakov-ic- h
Severance, Info. 216-231-11- 11
V 27-2-9 Mozart, Beethoven, Sever- -'
ance. Info 216-231-1- 11
Hayden Festival
Concerts,
Weekends Throughout
Winter Quarter.
The College of Wooster
1 Martin L. King 3-da- y cele-
bration. Bach, Grieg, Copland,
more.Severance. Info. 216-231-11- 11
23 P.D.Q. Bach Concert, tkts. '
f7. Severance. Info 216-231-1- 11 :
30 Kenny Loggins Musical
Hall, Cleveland, $12.00
THEATRE
28-Fe- b. 27 "A Tale of Two
Cities." Euclid 77th St Theater,
Cleveland, Info. 216-795-70- 00.
Ohio Light Opera
Vocal Auditions
Feb. 25-2- 7
For Additional
Information
Call 1-eOO-BUC- KEYE
ET CETERA
Fts
AR TSGRAPHICS By ANDREW D. GOLDMAN
A monthly guide of events around Ohio to spark your out-of-to- wn weekend
cultural and recreational interests. Tickets to many events may be obtained at
Round Records-Ticketro- n in Wooster.
Be sure to check the Culture and S.A.R schedules for local events.
Ski Areas
Atwood Lake Lodge Resort Dell-ro- y,
rental and instr. Toll-fre-e 800-662-64- 06.
.
Boston Mills SM Resort, Peninsu-
la. Ohio $10413 Rental fc instr.
Good Facilities. Call Akron 216-657- -'
2334. or Cleve. 216-467-22- 42 --
' Snow Trails Ski Area Rentals
It Instr, $10.75-$1577- 5, 419-522-73- 93
Cross Country 4
Akron, Valley View Golf and Ski
Club. Instr. Clubhouse. 216-928-90- 34
Cleveland-Briarwoo- d Golf
Course, Broadview Heights, 216-237-52- 71
- -
-
Highland Park Golf course and
Ski Center, 216-751-46- 31 -
Mansfield area Hidden Hollow
Rossignol Ski-Touri- ng Center, Lex- -'
ington Ave. 419-756-66- 09
Malabar Farm State Park, La?
cas. 419-892-27- 84
Pleasant H1U Golf Course, Per-rysvil- le,
419-938-53- 11
. . Medina Bunker Hd Golf and
Ski Center. Pearl Road, 216-722-41- 74
Ridge-To- p Cross-Countr- y Ski, --
Tower Road. 216-725-55- 00 -
IS Feb. 27,' Ohio Ceramic and
sculpture show, Butler Institute. of
American Art, Youngstown. Free.
Info. 216-743-11- 07
V
I
I
I
I
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THE INTERNATIONALIST
International
By TESSIE TZAVARAS
"Americans are blond, naive,
and wear checkered pants."
"Greeks are loud, dark-haire- d,
and dance a lot."
"The French are chauvinists and
drink wine."
"Germans are cold and always
drink beer."
"What a gross generalization!"
How many times hasn't this been
the reaction to the above state-
ment? As if, somehow, generaljudgements (inferences) are in
themselves wrong. Well, Logic tells
us that a statement cannot be
discounted as an invalid argument
on the grounds of its general na-
ture.
Consider, for example, the state-
ment, "College of Wooster students
usually live on campus during the
school year." Not many people
would feel upset at this statement
due to its lack of specificity. On the
contrary, our ability to generalize
and categorize things is the way we
think (understanding concepts,
finding the characteristics that
show us what something is, in what
way it is similar to others and in
what ways it differs). In other
words, we know the general char-
acteristics of a ball (for example,
that it is round, that children play
with it as a toy, that people use in
sports, etc). So, although balls are
different from one another, know-
ing the general characteristics of
one, allows us to discern one when
we see one, despite the differences.
So, saying about a statement that
it is a generalization, is not a valid
argument and to show that the
statement is wrong or absurd. The
criticism should rather address the
essence of the sentence, the ideas
expressed by it.
Another popular criticism against
one opinion (like the four expressed
at the outset) is: "That's a biased
statement!" It is definately danger-
ous to pronounce a judgement; its
biasedness discredits its validity.
This argument is also a fallacy. Of is
course the things we believe in are
biased they are subjective be-
liefs! But so are the things we read
Gyra, Corea
, Continued from Page 8
launched against the first album
stems from a criticism that is often
launched at free jazz in general:
the Trio Improvisations can't seem
to make up their mind as to wheth-
er it is collective or individualistic
in nature. On one hand each musi-
cian is improvising (individualis-
tic) and on the other the players
are working together to produce a
whole (collective). Achieving both
at once is easier said than played.
So how does one listen? Each
player at a time? The group as a
whole? This music demands your
attention but Is telling to put it in
several places at once. Trio Im-
provisations will most likely be
enjoyed by. those who are adventur-
ous, patient, or committed to freejazz.
Record 2 is the reason to buy the
album. Cores writes in the liner
notes, "These tracks were recorded
many months before Monk's pass
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Generalizations
in books, magazines, newspapers,
and the things we see on TV, and so
is the way we (each one of us) view
the world. Does that make each of
these stances invalid?
The opposition to judgements is
in accordance with the attitude that
"this is good for me but it is not
necessarily good' for you." For
each person there is a different
"good." And I am not sure where
exactly I stand on this. On the one
hand, it gives the opportunity for
more individual freedom, growth of
the personality, and choice. On the
other hand, it leads to chaos, if
taken far enough; "far enough" is
the acceptance of a statement like:
"it is bad for me to kill, but it may
be all right for you and that's o.k.
because who am I to say what is
good."
Host of us are. somewhere in
between these two extremes (for-
tunately).
So, let's come back to the initial
statements about the different na-
tionalities. Is there something
wrong with them, and what is it?
Forgetting for a minute the ethnic
groups they deal with, there is
some truth and some lie to each
one. Checkered pants are not usual-
ly, seen in Greece during the sum-
mer, except on tourists. Greeks
tend to be dark-haire- d compared to
Swedes. French wine is popular for
its good quality outside of France.
Germans tend to use their hands
less when they express themselves
and generally keep a higher level
of formality than the American
people.
The problem with these state-
ments is the way in which they are
used (besides the fact that they are
exaggerations of true elements).
They are used to divide the world
and allow for wars. They promote
the attitude, --"we do it the right
way here, in this country, and they
are really weird and don't know the
right way." Thus, groups become
tighter in the certainty that "good"
on their side; and what is the use
of "good" if not to teach "evil," to
establish their superiority. This, of
course, is my own, biased opinion.
Reviewed
ing and aren't intended as a memo-
rial but as renditions of what I
consider some of the classic music
of the '20th century." What can I
say? These are renditions that do
Monk justice and are nonetheless
worthy of being a memorial. Ev
eryone swings very hard with a
sharp bop feeL Corea's soloing is
fresh, interesting, and very com-
patible with the . style, yet not
imitative of Monk, Hayne's drum-
ming is hot but not overpowering,
Vitous' assertive bass lines provide
an assuring rhythmic foundation,
Vitous assertive bass lines provide
an assuring rhythmic foundation.
All the musicians have mastered
this genre yet the virtuosities nev-
er conflict or compete. One is not
compelled (as with Trio's free jazz)
td shift one's focus of attention
back and forth between the play
ers.
Three stars for an album with
diversity and integrity.
Windahl Bakes
Douglass
What do you get when you mix
ten pounds of flour, six pounds of
confectioners sugar, six bottles of
molasses, and various sundry
spices? An 8"x 44" xl2" edible
structure that looks amazingly like
Douglass Humanities Science Hall.
Steve Windahl, a sophomore from
Rocky River, Ohio, constructed the
gastronomical feat with "many
helpers and a lot of moral support
... it took three hours to assemble
and four minutes to demolish,"
Last year Windahl made a "typi-
cal gingerbread house" for his hall
mates. This year he decided to
make a "free form" structure; the
result was a scaled down version of
Douglass.
Windahl said: "I've been ap
proached to do the whole campus in
gingerbread next Christmas break,
but if I do that I'll call That's
Incredible first."
Haydn
Season
Continued from Page 8
composer and music director) to
the Hungarian Prince Paul Anton
Esterhazy, beginning in 1761. His
reputation as a composer grew
nonetheless into the 1780's, and.
when his emnlover's restrictiongrew less severe. Haydn workedbriefly in Vienna before he was
lured to England by the commer
cial possibilities of London.Faculty and students combined to
present some of Haydn's works at
the convocation. Brian Dykstraperformed the Fantasia in C(1789): Bob Hamilton net-forme-d
the second movement of the Violin
Sonata in G major (1792), accom-
panied by Mr. Dykstra; soprano
Beth Knauer sang two of Haydn's
settings of poetic texts in English,
"O Tuneful Voice" and "The Mer-
maid Song" (both from 1794), with
Toni Arnold accomoanvinff: Nanrv
Kinsey performed the first move
ment oi tne xeyooara sonata in D
major (no. 51); and Dale Grubb
performed the second movement of
the celebrated .Concerto for Tram.pet in E-fl- at, which Haydn com
posed in 1796 lor Anton weJdingers
newly invented keyed trumpet
The first Havdn festival concprt
of the quarter win be given this
Sunday in Mackey HalL , .
.
-
-
-
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Steve Windahl's edible facsimile oi Douglass Hall was one
of several gingerbread delights fashioned by the Wooster
sophomore' during the winter respite. Photo by Hike
Veloff.
BOOKS IN REVIEW
'Hotel New Hampshire'
Novel and Imaginative
The Hotel New Hampshire, By
John Irving. (Paperback) Pocket
Books. 1982. -
I approached John Irving s latest
novel.-The-Hot-el New Hampshire,
with apprehension and caution.
During a summer course in Ameri-
can literature my professor loudly,
denounced Irving's new work as a
total failure as a letdown after
the successful Garp. So when the
book . finally came out in paper-
back, and I held it in my hands, I
looked at the words on the cover:
The thunderously acclaimed be
stseller" with some skepticism.
The word "best seller" seems so
over used these days, it seems to
be sprinkled over the faces of just
about ail the books these days, and
plus, the word "Garp" was placed
isolated and alone on the cover of
the new book obviously to capture
the attention of all those old Garp
fans.
Thus, it was in this mood that I
started reading Irving's latest
imaginary expose. I was shocked at
this quality and span of Irving's
best book to date; it is a book that
truly reflects the complexities of
our world, and although it is indeed
a strange and bizarre world Irving
creates, it is somehow uncomforta-
bly familiar to the reader.
The first- - thing I noticed about
The Hotel New Hampshire was Its
closeness to Garp.: But one cannot
separate the imaginary world of
John Irving, it is his world he has
created, and we just see another'
segment of it in this new novel.'
like Garp this novel is full of the
material of Irving's imagination:
bears, lust, sexuality, incest, Vien-
na: all the elements that we were
delighted by in his las book.
But the fact that we have seen
this world before, does not mean
this book is not just as fresh as any
new novel. Writers have always
created worlds of their own and
stuck to them. William Faulkner
created his own southern county
0
rr
and the Snopes. while writers like
John Cheever stuck to his suburbia.
John Irving's world is indeed an
absurd and very strange one, but it
is also one that reflects the society
we have around us.
The Hotel New Hampshire is the
itnrv of a fnmilv. about the strue-- .
gles and problems of a group of
people who are bounded together
by the rules of society to live with
some kind of structure. But Irv-
ing's family, as expected, fails to
adhere to all the standard mores
that we most often call important
The children fall in love with each
other, they' have a huge sexual
vocab; and the. parents end up
looking like little kids. ' - - '
Frank is a young .homosexual,'
Franny, a young rape victim. Egg,
a typical little boy with constant
ear infections, and finally Lily,
whose growth is stunted and she
ends up being a dwarf. All this
oddity may seem ridiculous, but
wltkU nlnt nmfl Iknm A r1 Tra.
ing's work the reader does --gain
insight into his own family, his own
code of ethics.. I found myself
constantly asking what it is that
keeps my family together despite,
all our absurd differences.
As someone who is struggling to
figure out what the heck this world
i about and where. I'm heading, I
found this r refreshing book. Theplot is super, and it is humorous. It
is tempting to call this a new wave
book; a book that mocks the ab-
surdity of our lives." It is almost
like one giant Saturday Night Live
un, wnere you re am rcsujr iure u
you should laugh at irony or noL
Laughing or sot, this latest work of
one of outmost currently success-
ful writers is worth reading. Any-
one who is willing to stretch his
mind and explore Irving's imagina-
tive world should read his book.
DAVID R. MEANS
The Hotel New Hampshire is
available in the Florence O. Wil-
son Bookstore for S3. 95.
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COLLEGE OF WOOSTER STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
'
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MARCH 18 - 27, 1983
Arrangements by
ECHO TRA VEL, INC.
MCJS2S71F '
six per ROOM TRIP INCLUDES
FOUR PER ROOM
$209
Round trip motor coach transportation via modern highway
coaches to Daytona Beach, Florida leaving Friday, March 18.
Seven nights accommodations at the exciting Plaza Hotel of
Daytona Beach. Located at 600 North Atlantic Ave., it is the.
most demanded'hotel on the strip at that time.
A truly great schedule. of activities including our famous
pool deck parties and belly flop contest.
Optional excursions available to Disney World, Epcot, and
several other attractions.
Numerous bar and restaurant discounts. '
The services of full time travel representatives.
All taxes and gratuities. - ' -
Guaranteed kitchenette or oceanfront available at small
additional charge. (4 per room only)
A QUAUTY TRIP --A LOWPRICE --A GREAT TIME
The Plaza Hotel, located right in the middle of the strip, is definitely the place to be during
spring break. Ask anyone who has been to Daytona. The hotel has a pool, big party deck,
restaurant, four bars,.color TV, air conditioned rooms and plenty of activities. Pictures are
available where you sign up. Our motor coaches are nothing but the highest quality highway
'
coaches. We also give you more extras with our trip than anyone else. Don't blow it and go on
a lower quality trip. LAST YEAR O VER 8,000 PEOPLE ENJOYED THIS TRW.
SIGN UP NOW AT THE
STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD OFFICE
- BETWEEN 9 AM-- 4 EM
OR CALL 263-25- 53
OR 263-2C5- 0:
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Anti-Nuk- e Student Events Flop
BY DAVID GAEDE
(CPS) Last November's na-
tionwide campus nuclear weapons
"convocation" geared to bring
students out to support a freeze on
the number of nuclear weapons in
the American arsenal was a flop
as a student demonstration, move-
ment leaders now admit.
"Student turnout on the whole
was very light," says Sanford Got-
tlieb, executive director of United
Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War
(UCAN), a collegiate associate of
Ground Zero, the flagship anti-nucle- ar
organization.
"Faculty involvement was
strong, but we didn't draw nearly
as many students as we'd hoped,"
Gottlieb laments. "And you
couldn't tell there was a campus
movement at all from the coverage
we got in the national media."
Wnile the Nov. 11th day of aware-
ness went "pretty well overall,"
with over 500 campuses and an
estimated 150,000 people directly
involved in freeze activities, Got-
tlieb remains disappointed with ac-
tual student involvement.
At Penn State, for instance,
where day-lon- g activities were sup-
posed to draw several thousand
students, organizers saw only"mod-erat- e
interest" in the freeze by
students, with an average of only
several hundred attendees.
"I think there was a slight in-
crease (in the student involvement)
from last April," says Ernie Hawk,
coordinator for Penn State's sci-
ence, technology, and society pro
gram. "But we put much more
effort into --advertising, announce-
ments in the school paper, balloons,
banners, and things like that We'd
certainly have liked to have seen a
lot more people."
UCLA's freeze organizers suf-
fered "a significant decline" in stu-
dent involvement from last April's
activities, says student government
president Bobby Grace. Only 100
students showed up for the "Nucle-
ar War Teach-in-" activities this
fall, compared to the 3.000 who
attended last spring's event
Likewise, University of Pitts-
burgh students gave not much
more than a passing glance to
workshops and information booths
set up by the faculty there, reports
English professor and Arms Race
(2B)IlIl(g
ID)2sc5imimti
at
2730 Cleveland Rd.
Hours for Winter months:
Monday thru Saturday a.m. to p.
Sunday 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Weekender Special: $5o75
Ribeye steak, soup,
salad bar, and potatoes
Special good Saturdays between 5 p.m. and t p.m.
Student I.D. applicable.
Study Group member Liane Nor-
man.
And at the University of Arizona,
student activities were cancelled
entirely because of lack of interest
and a conflict with a faculty-sponsore- d
seminar on conflict resolu-
tion, which included one session
dealing with the -- problems of nu-
clear disarmament.
"Activism on any issue is hard to
generate at this time," Gottlieb
complains. "Students have a terrif-
ic preoccupation with getting good
grades and a job, and are (resist-
ant to) anything else that might
demand some of their time."
The lack of student involvement
"isn't apathy though," Gottlieb be-
lieves. "It's not that there is no
concern for getting a freeze. It'sjust that students have other, more-pressi- ng
fears and concerns."
"I just don't think (students)
want to think about (the prospect of
nuclear war and the need for a
freeze)," adds Anna Hocker, organ-
izer of Arizona's nuclear freeze
group.
"We drew a few people, but I
wouldn't say it was incredibly suc-
cessful." she says. "A lot of stu-
dents, didn't even know we had a
'71 'C3C 'EEG3E
Held ever Cinema I ,
1 i
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PRYOR
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. PICTURES RELEASE
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. -- Tfcuts. t StIS
Wad. & Thar, all Mats tl.M
Held over Cinema II
TEXOXJ
America's
hottest new
actress. E2
A COLUMBIA
PICTURES RELEASE
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.
Sum. AAatlw at XtM all Mats M
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The Who presents the movl
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from the Police!
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nuclear freeze issue (which was
defeated in the Nov. 3 election) on
the ballot" .
But part of the reason for the
declining student interest is that
there was never much to begin
with, Gottlieb points out.
"Student participation was a
problem in November 1981, it was a
problem last April, and it was an
even worse problem last Novem-
ber," he says.
All of which leads some student
organizers to wonder if the problem
isn't in the movement itself.
While the economy, the job mar-
ket, and increased academic com-
petition 'may deter some students
from getting involved in the freeze
movement, it doesn't explain the
nationwide lack of student interest,
or the sudden drop-of-f in student
particiption from last April's days
of awareness, observers say.
"I don't think the decline is
representative of a lack of interest
or support," says UCLA's Grace,
"as much as it is that students are
tired of the same old rhetoric. We
have brought the movement from a
grass roots one to an electoral
status. But our rhetoric hasn't
changed with it We have a much
more informed, sophisticated stu-
dent now who we must reach, and
we'll only do that by coming up
with new , innovative ways to
combat nuclear armament"
Students now need to know how
they can act to stop the nuclear
arms buildup, Grace says. His
UCLA freeze group is handing out
postcards to students to end to their
elected officials, he points out
"At least it gives students the
feeling that, they're involved and
doing something. And it gives them
a reason tofollow the freeze issue in
the paper and on national media."
Pittsburgh's Norman agrees thai
redundancy may be one of the
major problems with today's cam-
pus freeze' movement At Pitt No-
vember's activities were basically
the same format aS last April's, she
explains. Many, students are ready
for something new.
Gottlieb agrees something has to
change If the campus movement is
to continue. N
"We tried to move to a different
plane this November by using the
theme 'Solutions to the Nuclear
Arms Race,' but I guess that
wasn't enough. Now we're looking
at things like postcards and other
ways to build more action-oriente- d
eventsinto the movement" .
UCAN also wants to stretch next
November's covocation into a
week-lon- g series of events, he adds,
"to give schools more flexibility
and time to get involved."
And perhaps taking a lesson from
November's dismal turnouts,
Ground Zero is planning an action-packe- d
series of events '. for its
annual April anti-nucle- ar move-
ment which will consist of commu-
nity as well as 'campus activities
nationwide. .
Arizona's Hocker welcomes any-
thing that might stimulate student
involvement on her campus.
- Westminster --
Presbyterian'
; -
Church
"The Protestant Chapel
"'on Campus"
Student Fellowship, Wednesdays
- 9 p.m.. Church House
Worship, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
McGaw Chapel
. Come and join us!
Women's Week '83
To Begin Sunday
Continued from Page 1
.
cards, stationery and much more,"
according to Kaia Phillis, Women's
Resource Center Co-Direc- tor with
Dona Sorce and Constance Holt.
The slide show Sunday night will
feature popular images of women
en post cards, explained Center,
Intern Judy Stone.
Monday night at 7 p.m. Pit Stop,
the Helaine Victoria representa-
tives will discuss "What it's like for
two women to break into the very
male-dominat- ed field of printing."
according to Phillis. Their prints
and post cards will be on display
and for sale at Lowry on Monday.
Crisp Visits Wooster
Mary B. Crisp, who most recent-
ly worked for John Anderson as
Chairman of his National Unity
Campaign, and currently writes,
consults and lectures, will be on the
campus Tuesday. Jan. 18. She will
Stuckey Examines Robeson's
Life At A Lecture; WecL r -
By KAREN SAPIO
Dr. Sterling Stuckey, Professor of
History at Northwestern University
and civil rights activist, spoke' at
Wednesday's "convocation on Paul
Robeson, the black American sing-
er, actor, and civil rights leader.
.
During the World War H era,
states Dr. Stuckey, Robeson may
well have' been the most .well
known American next "to Franklin
D. Roosevelt However, b the mid
lWfcf RQheor raliicaf 'tolftfcfcj
views bad-damage- or his jtffrtfaritf
'
and had even- - alienated, him Iron)
much of the black community. ' ' t
-- Stuckey states; that during this
time Robeson often had a vision in
which his father would appear and
put his arm on his shoulder. Robe-
son would ask, "How am I doing.
Dad?", and his father would al-
ways answer, "you're doing fine
son stick to your principles. " '
It was largely this text of this
father's life, "loyalty ,of convic-
tions," which shaped the success of
Robeson's early years, ; and would
ultimately lead him to many' of his
most radical statements.
Robeson was born into the black
community of Princeton New Jer-
sey in 1898. After his mother's
early death, bis father and he rest
of the.community undertook to take
special care of this child who they
felt was destined to play a great
role in the better times to come.
' According to Stuckey, Robeson
attended an integrated high school
where race relations were good.
This helped Robeson to see whites
as individuals. At Rutgers Univer-
sity, however, he took much
abuse. As the only black man on
the school's football team he --suffered
a broken noseband injured
232-
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be answering students' questions at
a 4 p.m. Pit Stop, then lecturing in
UeCiw at 8:15 on "Moral Imperi
alism and the New Right" Follow
ing the lecture tnere wiu oe a
reception at 9:30 in . Babcock
Lounge.
Before working for Anderson
Crisp acted for three years as co- -
chairman of the Republican Nation
al Committee. She worked in var
ious capacities with the committee
for eight years from 1972-198- Q, She
broke her ties witn ine commiu.ee
over some crucial issues which
included her differences in opinion
with President Reagan on abortion
and the Equal Rights Amendment
She favored both, and as a result
peacefully broke her ties with Re-
publican National Committee.
Wednesday. Barbara Heiman of
the Math department will be giving
convocation at 10 on "Mathophob- -
ia: Facts, Fictions ana nemeaies
shoulder inflicted by his team
mates. Despite this discrimination.
Robeson made the ail-Ameri- can
team in football. He also; made Phi
Beta Kappa, achieved the highest
scholastic average in the history of
the -- :.i.University. -
After graduating. Robeson 'att-
ended Columbia, Law School. Dur-
ing this -- timer he. also becam-ein-velve-diaacting and singing: He
onl Vraetlced for i2t: months., be--
ci-asf-
c slliL lignite secre
taries were unwilling to take dicta'
tion froaiTOntS'? K"
Says-- Stuckey,' 'Robeson's - most
important period of intellectual de
velopment came during the years
he spent in England. There, while
continuing his singing and acting
career, he became aquainted with
many. European thinkers including
George Bernard Shaw and several
members of the British. Labour
Party., 'c'
.
They introduced him to socialism
and encouraged him to visit the
Soviet Union. This he did In 1934
He became convinced that the Sovi-
et model would be useful for the
liberation of the American Afro--
' - - "Asian community.
.
Upon his return to America, he
was very popular and received a
great deal of critical acclaim as a
singer. However, be remained com
mitted to the liberation of op
pressed Americans. He said, "the
whites of the world would have to
accept the 'full humanity' of his
colonial, people by continuing to
work for Black liberation he re
mained true to this father's princi
pies. - "
- Dr. Stuckey ' expects to publish
his new biography of Robeson
sometime this year.
i Rick, Rlffo.
31 3 Marty. Dave
I "Homily" I
She will discuss the theory of -
"math --anxiety," a situation wnicn
often causes people, more women
than men, to perform below their
capabilities at math due to their
preconceived notions about math.
On Thursday, feminist political,
theorist Jean Elshtaln from the
University of Massachusetts will
speak on "Public Men, Private
Women: Feminist Reflections on
Political Theory." Her lecture is at
8 p.m. in.Mateer, and a reception
will follow in Compton's . main
lounge. She will also join the week-
ly Women's Table for open discus-
sion at noon on Friday. (Women's
Table meets every Friday for lively
discussion, Lowry 248).
From 4--6 on Friday Happy Hour
at Ichabod's will host Valerie De-prie- st
Depriest plays what she
calls "feminist and women's mu-
sic." Later Friday night. Zeitgeist
will feature performances of worn-e- n
artists and women's music. The
Women's Resource Center invites
all to come and ."share their own
talents."
Saturday night Inter Club Council
and the Women's Resource Center
will sponsor an all campus night at
Ichabod's, .25 cover charge. Every-
one welcome!
Student Group
Makes Changes
At Ichabod's
.
: BY SUSAN R.JONES
--'S-
ince the formation of Ichabod's
Entertainment Committee last
quarter, the student pub has under--.
gone many changes in its. appear-
ance as well as in its activity
schedule.
,
.j; Various students who were con
cerned with improving the quality
ef student entertainment and recre-
ation at Ichabod's created and or
ganized - the committee among
tpemselves, according to Hal Clos- -
son, Lowry center Director and
Committee Adviser.
; ,"We got together to figure out
how we could get more student
input and find ways to change the
image of Ichabod's from a last
resort spot on the weekends to a
place where people like to go," said
Jeanne Rogoscn, committee chair.
.Closson explained that the initial
goal of the committee was to unite
people from various groups on
campus such as section and club
members, black students, interna-
tional students, and independents
so that they could meet, present
their ideas and friends' ideas and
talk about programming possibili-
ties.
' Because the committee is respon-
sible for planning all the entertain-
ment at Ichabod's, committee
members have the power to trans-
late their ideas directly into
changes and activity.
MADE TO OKDBT
CHEESE KratON SAUSAGE
MUSHROOM ANCHOVfS
rePEtS eOMONS
' A1SO-UNBAK- ED PIZZA TO GO
coacia Utam
RESTAURANT -
A -
COCKTAI. IOUNGC .
OKN MCBnATS S PM TO I AM
HODAY SAMMY S M TO 1 A
SUNDAY CAtfY-OU- T ONLY
S PM TO 13 AM
aOSBTUB
-
1
Robert Toner, a Junior at the College, is the victim cf the
winter's first detectable snow. Less, than an inch was
dumped on Wooster Wednesday. Photo by Michael VelcIL
Hal Closson and Caroline Smith,
Assistant Dean of Students and
Dorm Director of Holden, serve as
advisers for Ichabod's Entertain
ment Committee. Ten other mem
bers make up the remainder of the
commute including: Joanne Tippet,
Black Students' Representative;
Monu Bose, international Stu
dents' Representative; Joey
O'Loughlin, Club Members' Repre
sentative; Bill Andrew. .Section
Members' Representative; Fred
Lumpkin. Freshmen Representa
tive; Karin Connoly, Freshmen
Representative; Susie Stevens, Up--
perciass v student Representative;
Jeff Todd, Upperclass Student Rep
resentative; Wendy Bowman, Icha-
bod's Employee Representative;
One of the most popular changes
that has .resulted from committee
action is the opening of Ichabod's
on Tuesday nights from 9-1- 1 p.m.
The first Tuesday, night, of the
quarter drew a crowd of 250 stu-
dents. Four used ping-pon- g tables
were purchased for use on this
night along with two dartboards,
and backgammon sets.
In addition to the regular popcorn
and soft drinks, hot sandwiches are
llll
"THE PIZZA WITH THE KG
sicsrr
2G2-713- G
2G3-01- 90
-- 7
;Xr.V
V
served and an expanded selection
of nine brands of beer are available
now in kegs, cans and bottles.
The administration supported the
committee's demand for the week-
day use of Ichabod's despite strict
rules imposed last quarter govern-
ing the dispensing of beer there. -- - ;
'
"We wanted to provide a place
where people don't have to go to
get smashed like at Tuesday nijU
clubs, but a place with a mellow
atmosphere where friends can go
and get together. I think that this
could be a reason why the adminis-
tration backed the Idea." said Ro-gosc- h.y . r- - . --'' .
Continued on Page 13
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E. Cowman St.
Voostor ,
For Your Convenience
JtMtOff TtColls
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Scots Slide By Dyke;
Fall To Mount Union
By PETE BOTTI
The Fighting Scots' perform-
ances against Dyke and Mount
Union College were not too artistic.
Although there were some bright
spots, particularly with a few play-er- s,
they were inconsistent on both
offense and defense. They played
hard-foug- ht overtime games, de-
feating Dyke 80-7-9 and losing to
Mount 56-5- 4.
According to Coach Bill Brown,
"We need to have our starting five
playing consistently well, instead ofjust a few players." Coach Brown
also added, "The defense needs to
have a high level of intensity
throughout the games, with no let-
ups at any moment."
On Wed., Jan. 5 the Scots werejust happy leaving Dyke with an 80-7-9
overtime victory. Dyke attacked
the Scots very aggressively with
double teaming throughout the
whole game; however, because
they played so tenaciously, they
committed more than their share of
fouls. Overall, the Scots shot 44 free
throws cashing in on 30 of them.
Because Dyke forced the Scots out
of their patient-oriente- d offense,
the Scots had to play Dykes' type of
game; consequently, the Scots did
not play well. Nevertheless, they
maintained their poise in the game,
most notably in overtime, and
pulled out a victory.
Jesse Smith, a 6'4 junior from
Cleveland, asserted himself in
overtime, pumping in 10 of his 28
points, along with 14 rebounds over-
all, to pace the Scots. In addition to
Smith's fine performance. Eric
Short, a 6'2 junior from Orrville,
scored 17 points, connecting on 13
foul shots to aid the Scots.
The Scots held a 38-3-3 balftime
lead, with Ron Beal, a 60 junior
from Dover, scoring 12 of his 14
points in the first half. Later in thegame, the Scots had three valuable
players, Alan Wentz, a 5'9 sopho-
more from Lancaster, Mike
dan, also a sophomore at 64, and
Women Soar
By PETE VAN HARTESVELDT
The Wooster women's basketball
squad capped off a succesful week
last Saturday in an away game by
squashing Wittenburg. The Scots
came out on top of a lopsided score,
61-3- 3. On the previous Thursday
The Scots nipped Ashland in front
of a large home crowd by a score
of 54-5-3.
As usual the scoring was led by
the devasting triple threat of Kris
Leslie, Maribeth Bentler and Pam
Chapman. The trio all scored well
into double figures in both games,
exceeding their season averages of
about ten points per game each.
The three also- - lead the team in
rebounds this season and things
were no different last week. The
particularly sticky fingers of Ben-
tler hauled down ten rebounds
Thursday, as she continued to be
the team's best rebounder. The
quick Darlene Kemp leads the
team in steals.
With four of last year's starters
back this year, the Scots are on
their way to a repeat performance
of last year's super season. With a
7-- 2 record, coach Nan Nichols des-
cribes this year's team as "a
coach's dream," citing the excel-
lent team work as well as som
outstanding individual play. This
Beal, in foul trouble. So Dyke took
advantage of the situation, tying
the Scots at the end of regulation at
67-6- 7.
In their first OAC encounter last
Saturday night at Mount Union, the
Scots lost a disappointing overtime
game 56-5-4. Despite playing well
defensively, they let up at crucial
moments, especially in overtime.
The Scots committed many costly
turnovers in the very beginning of
the game, with the Purple Raiders
capitalizing on many of them, to
fall behind by 10 points at 12--2 and
16-- 6. The Scots struggled back and
tied the game at the end of regula-
tion at 42-4- 2, folding Mount score-
less in the last 8:36 in regulation
time. With one second left in regu-
lation, Mike Sheridan was fouled,
but much to the Scots' disappoint-
ment, they were not in the bonus
situation, and time soon expired to
send the game into overtime.
' As the Scots did earlier in the
game, they fell behind, this time
by six points in overtime. The Scots
then cashed in on two fielders with
37 seconds left, cutting the deficit
by two points. With seven seconds
left, the Scots' Jesse Smith was
fouled, and could have tied the
game with two foul shots. Never-
theless, the Scots did not get the
opportunity, as the team commit-
ted a lane violation. The official
then awarded the Purple raiders
possession of the balL The Scots
then fouled to try to gain possession
of the ball for a possible despera-
tion shot. Subsequently, Mount
cashed in on both ends of the pne-and-o- ne
to acquire an OAC victory,
improving their record to 5--7 (1-0- );
the Scots dropped to 5--7 (0-1- ).
Smith scored 16 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds, while Chris
Thomas, a 64 senior from Zanes-vill- e,
also contributed 10 points and
'hauled down 9 rebounds for the
. Scots.
Tomorrow, the Scots will host
Capital.
To Victories
adds up to some exciting basketball
well worth checking out. The next
home game is tomorrow against
Capital.
Cross Country Ski Races
The Kaiser-Per- m anente Frost
Belt Classic 15 and 10 kilometer
cross country ski races will be held
Jan. 22, 1983 at Punderson State
Park, Newbury, Ohio, (near Cleve-
land).
The 15 kilometer race begins at
noon, with the 10 kilometer race to
immediately follow. Racing clinics
for participants will be conducted
45 minutes before each race by
former U.S. Ski Team members.
Each skier will receive an embroi-
dered Frost Belt Classic patch, a
souvenir poster, and warm refresh-
ments.
The races are open to the public
and all levels of skiers are encour-
aged to attend. Entry fee for the
United States Ski Association sanc-
tioned competition is $3, with pre-registrati- on
suggested. Registrants
are limited to 500.
For registration information
write Public Affairs, Kaiser Foun-
dation Health Plan of Ohio, 1100
Bond Court Building, Cleveland,
Ohio 44114, or phone 216-621-560- 0,
Ext 5217.
Sheer physical strength is expressed on Wooster's wrestling mats in recent competition.
Wooster Wins Against Thiel
BY LIZ GARBER
Visiting the Wooster campus last
Saturday evening were the wres-
tlers from Thiel College. They were
not carrying a full team but were
still hoping to come away with a
win. With several impressive
matches and two forfeits by Thiel,
Wooster emerged the victor.
' After an aggressive first two
periods, sophomore Kent Thurston
reversed his opponent and rode him
out for the rest of the match.
Thurston's advantage time boosted
the score to a 5--1 final decision and
Lane Line
Women Swimmers
See Fine Start
The Wooster Women's Swim
team is on their way to what may
well be another fine season. Led by
Co-Capta- ins Sherri Sterling and
Ella Romig, the Scotties registered
two decisive victories during the
preseason. With almost all of the
team making the trip to Florida for
an extensive training period over
the winter break. Coach Judi Flohr
feels that the team is better pre-
pared for the season physically
than they were last year.
Pre-Seas- on Wrap-U- p
November 11: The Scotties faced
a surprisingly strong Wittenberg
squad and fell to defeat, 89-5-1.
December 2: In a meet that saw
Co-Capta- in Sherri Sterling qualify
for Nationals in both the 1000 free
style and the 200 butterfly, Kent
--State University squeaked past the
Scotties, 74-6- 3.
December 6: The women roared
back from their previous defeats
and whipped Muskingham by a
score of 82-4- 7.
December 18: In the midst of the
hardest training that the team was
to go through all year, the Scotties
took time out in Florida to beat
University of Illinois Chicago Circle
by a score of 5133 at the Hall of
Fame Pool.
On January 7th, the Gators of
Allegeheny College came to town
and gave the Scotties their toughest
gave the Scots their first victory.
In the 134 weight class, .Wooster
chalked up another six points be-
cause of a Thiel forfeit. Thiel came
back and pulled ahead (15-1- 8) with
two three-poi-nt decisions and a pin.
Freshman Tim Glaser turned the
tables back in Wooster's favor. Tim
(167 lbs.) won an exciting, high-scori- ng
match. He accumulated 26
points to his opponents 11 which
gave Wooster a superior decision. N
Dennis McCarthy, a senior, who
wrestles in the 190 weight class
proved to be the most entertaining.
competition of the year. Despite a
National Qualifying time by Ster-
ling and numerous good swims, the
Scotties simply could not beat the
tough Gators. The final score of the
meet was Wooster 37, Allegheny
76.
The Women were again frustrat-
ed the next morning when they
travelled to Oberlin to compete in
the Oberlin Invitational. The Scot-tie- s
fought hard against some of
the finest competition in the area,
but a disqualification in a relay --
made the difference as the Oberlin
Yeomen took the. meet with 320
points. Wooster was second with
304 points and Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity hot in -- pursuit with 302
points.
Coach Flohr feels that the team
is better prepared mentally this
year because of the tougher compe-
tition that the team has faced. She
feels that it is too early to say
exactly where the team, will finish
in the state, but she added that
"quite a few of the women will
qualify for Nationals at that meet."
Scot Swimmers
Remain Winless
-
The Wooster Men's Swim Team-ha- s
already begun its season and
may again face the problem of a
small team. Coach Judi Flohr says
that "the team size could be a
disadvantage in dual meets."
What could prove to be a counter-
balancing factor is the addition of
With a 7-- 4 lead. McCarthy managed
to bring the crowd to its feet. He
was maneuvered into an unfortun-
ate position which allowed his Thiel
opponent to gain the' upper hand
and end the match early.
Wooster's John Srock lived up to
the coach's expectations. In the
final confrontation of the- - evening,
Srock, a senior, pinned Thiel's man
in the first period with 38 second
left. This, added another six points
to Wooster's score to set the final
score at 32-2- 4.
By DON SANDFORD
three divers. The lack of divers last
year cost , the men quite a few
points in the dual meets and at the
conference meet.
The team had only one dual meet
over the break, a 65-4- 2 loss , tc
Division 1 Akron University. They'
also finished in fifth place at the
OAC Relay meet back in earl
November.
On Jan. 7, the Scots faced one oi
the top teams in the Nation as th
Allegheny Gators whipped tht
Scots, 90-2-1. The men had a numbei
of good swims, but were nevei
close to threatening the Gators.
On Jan. 11, the men traveled U
Oberlin to face the Yeomen Swim
mers. First place finishes by: Co
Captain Bill Andrew (1000 free
style), Andy Okun (100 freestyle)
and Rob Northrop (200 backstroke,
along with a decisive victory in th
800 freestyle relay (Okun, Andrew
O'Daniel and Riley) were no
enough to beat the Yeomen. Win
ning Coach Michaels said after thi
meet:. "Wooster really swam well
They surprised us in some events."
Coach Flohr, responding to Mi
chaels' comments said: "If h
thinks that he was surprised in this
wait 'till he sees our swimmers ii
their better events at Conference."
The men are home this Saturda:
in a double-dua- l meet against Mt
Union and Westminster at 2 p.m
Coach Flohr predicts that many o
the races will be decided by mer
hundredths - of a second and i
should prove to be an excitini
met: i.
Reforms Of Athletic Abuse
Must Wait Say Officials
BY HELEN CORDES AND
CHERYL JACOBS
BATON ROUGE, LA. (CPS)
Most Louisiana State University
teachers, it seems, have a favorite
horror story about athletes in their
-- cusses.
A business school professor re-
calls one LSU student with ACT
scores of four and five, with zeros
on some sections of the test;
couldn't believe it," she says. "You
could core more than a zero if you
guessed on every question."
Then there was the athlete who
six profs refused even to admit into
English comp. "I saw a paper he'd
written," says one professor, "and.
honestly, it read like a third grad
.
er. I didn't even want to go through
the motions and give him an F.
The stories came to light as an
LSU task force labored to deliver
something schools all over the
country are wrestling witn wis tail:
a way to insure that college ath'
letes get a college education.
The sports reform movement has
hit a peak of activity this fall as the
NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic
Association), the American Council
on Education (ACE), a coaches
association and an impressive num
ber of individual schools like LSU
are fielding task forces and thick
reform packages aimed at ending
the grade scandals and poor grad
uation rates of the athletes.
Over the last three years N.ew
Mexico, Southern cat, Wichita
State, Illinois, and many other
large schools have been investigat
ed for allegedly playing athletes
,
who couldn't meet minimum grade
or credit requirements. - '- --
Scores of smaller community andjunior colleges have been similarly
named in offenses ranging from
falsifying transcripts of athletes
transferring to bigger colleges to
simply ignoring the academic per
formances of the athletes still on
their campuses.
"Bizarre cases" of breaking the
rules governing athletes' eligibility,
"fat cat money under the table
and concern for schools' reputa
tions have motivated the current
reform attempts, says NCAA legis
lative liason Stephen Morgan.
. The task, he says, is nothing less
than "restoring the integrity of
athletics on the campus.!'
. "I'm glad to see they are finally
coming to their senses," says. Allan
Sack, a sports sociologist at the
University of New Haven and a
director of the Center, for- - Athletes
Rights and Education.
But Sack advises not to discount
money as the motivator.
He says recent court decisions
awarding an injured athlete work
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man's compensation benefits just
like other campus employees has
raised the legal possibility of ath
letes forming their own union.
"You damn, well better believe
that's why college presidents are
Involved," in the reform move
ment, he asserts.
.
The presidents are involved in
the ACE's task force, which is
trying to get its list of recommen
dations .on the agenda for the
NCAA's convention next January,
The NCAA's own task force proba
bly won't have its proposal ready
until the 1984 convention, and the
reforms might not take effect until
"1985 or 1986, predicts the NCAA's
Tom Yeaeer.
Morgan says the ACE and NCAA
are working in "limited coopera
tion" with each other.
The Basketball Coaches
also hopes to present proposals
this January.
Currently the NCAA requires ath
letes to have a 2.0 GPA and "make
satisfactory academic progress"
each semester.
The ACE. for example, wants to
keep the 2.0 GPA, and make play
ers take at least 11 courses. Seven
would be in English, math, social
science, natural science and physi
cal science. The student would also
need a 700 on his or her SATs. The
24 credit hours the NCAA requires
would have to lead directly to a
b.a. under the ACE proposals.
Louisiana State's reforms, re-
leased in September, consist mostly
of guidelines the school promises to
follow. ;
Athletic' Director Robert Brod
head says LSU had toyed with the
idea of raising minimum entrance
exam scores. It decided not to raise
the ACT minimum to 15 because
"you'd lose half the football players
in the country if you tried to do
that."
LSU won't go it alone because "it
would just create unequal competi
tion for LSU," adds assistant Vice
Chancellor Huel Perkins.
Perkins stresses that "if (re
forms are) not resolved nationally,
changes at LSU won't have much
meaning."
There are formidable obstacles to
a national resolution, however.
Sack, for example, doesn't be
lieve his solution of giving athletes
five-ye- ar scholarships to help them
graduate will be accepted because
of the expense of carrying athletes
for a year after they've stopped
competing.
Sack wants to fund the grants
with a "trust fund" established
from tv revenues, but now NCAA tv
revenues are in doubt.
Its control over tv contracts is
"Ask what Mary Kay can do for you."
- Froo facials with aaJlvorlos to tha campus.
COSryJ7ICS
Carol Williams
Skin cara consultant
Phonai M542M
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Jimmy, A.A.A., Dick, T.E.S., D.C.H., J.A.S.
v Trooper, S.R.W., G.C.P., C.T.A., et alia
endangered by a lawsuit by the
universities of Georgia and Okla
homa, which want the right to
negotiate their own tv deals.
A court has already ruled they
can,-b- ut the decision is being ap-
pealed.
If the schools win the NCAA
would be robbed of its most effec-
tive tool to make schools obey
academic eligibility rules: the
threat to cut schools off from tele-
vision revenues. '
But ACE Vice President Bob
Atwell says "the NCAA still runs
the championships, and they can
set' the rules" for qualifying for
them.
Television, he says, "is not the
NCAA's only handle on the
Such talk prompts still others like
Sack to suggest athletes be treated
as employees of "the big business
that big-colle- ge sports is," com-
plete with contracts, benefits; and
no educational requirements at alL
There has been "some discussion
of treating college athletes asprofessionals, but "it's not on the
near horizon," the NCAA's Morgan
says.
Some observers figure the
schools most likely to benefit from
their own tv contracts sports
giants like Notre Dame, USC. Ala-
bama. Penn State, etc., might
profitably form their own leagues
and championships outside the
NCAA control, however.
Esbor Dovorago Company
2217 Bolivar Road. S.W.
Canton, Ohio 4470ft
(216) 455-435- 1
Ichabod's,
Continued from Page 12
Other programming plans in-
clude the performances of two new
live bands this quarter, a beach
party, a Valentine's Day party, and
a St. Patrick's Day party. A
screening and application review-
ing process for disc Jockeys has
also been developed so that the
committee may be more selective
about who provides the music dur-
ing regular open hours. Tb hope of
the committee is that their recep-ttven- eu
to the wants of the stu-
dents may result in making Icha-bod-'s
a better --meeting place for
student recreation. . -
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Computer Systems
20 off any computer purchase to any
College of Wooster student, faculty mernher
or employee . . .
PLUS
2 Hours of Free Instructions
At Your Complete Computer Center
The CotIego oG VooGQeir
